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* Inauguration Day 1009 *

OBA A TAKES OFFICE

I
AP Photo.'Elise. Amendohli

Barack Obama, left, joined by his wife Michelle, second from left, and daughters Sasha, third from left, and Malta, takes the oath of office from Chief Justice
John Roberts to become the 44th president of the United States at the U.S. Capitol in Washington, Tuesday. Jan, 20, 2009.
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Daily Forecast
By The Assecialed Pm*
Wednesday...Mostly
sunny. Highs in the upper
40s.
Wednesday
night...
Mostly clear. Lows in the
upper 20s.
Thursday...Mostly sunny.
Highs around 50.
Thursday night...Mostly
cloudy. Lows in the mid 30s
Friday...Mostly
cloudy.
Highs in the upper 30s.
night...Mostly
Friday
cloudy. Lows in the mid 20s.
Saturday... Mostly cloudy
Highs in the upper 30s.

New president appeals for 'hope over fear'
By JENNIFER LOVER
AP White House Correspondent
ASHINGTON (API — Before
a jubilant crowd of more than a
million, Barack
Hussein
Obama claimed his place in history as
Amenca's first black president. summoning a dispinted nation to unite in hope
against the "gathering clouds and raging
storms' of war and economic woe.
On an extraordinary day in the life of
Amenca. people of all colors and ages
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Obama from Republican George W.
Bush at the stroke of noon. marking one
of democracy's greatest gifts: the peaceful transfer of power.
But a stark transfer all the same. In one
of the new administration's first acts.
Obama ordered federal agencies to halt
all pending regulations until further
review — this after Bush's final weeks
raised heated debate over rushing new
rules into effect on the way out the door.
And even though new White House

aides struggled to find offices and work
intercoms, an overhauled www.whitehouse.gov Web site was running under
Obama's banner within minutes of his
swearing-in. "Change has come to
America." it declared.
Obama plunges into his new job in
earnest on Wednesday after capping
inaugural festivities at a national prayer
service in the morning. meeting with his

See Page 2A

Rushing, Elkins present
'State of the Community'
By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
urray
Mayor Tom
Rushing and Calloway
County
JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins spoke
Tuesday about the last year and
what lies ahead at the Chamber
of Commerce's annual "State of
the Community- breakfast.
Rushing spoke first, saying
that at the previous community
address, he had compared the
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aited for hours Tue,u.i.!. in frigid temperatures to witness a young black man
with a foreign-sounding name take command of a nation founded by slaveholders. It was a scene watched in fascination
by many millions — perhaps billions —
around the world.
'We gather because we have chosen
hope over fear, unity of purpose over
conflict and discord,' the nation's 44th
president said.
The presidency passed to Democrat

TO
ADVERTISE
WITH US
CALL
753-1916

city to a fast-moving train.
-It is now more like a jet airliner.- he said.
Rushing said that since this
time last year, City Hall had
made three important hires that
are working out well: Street
Supenntendent Ron Allbritten,
Human Resources Director
Cathy Morris and Financial
Officer Alan Lanier. He said the
Natural Gas Department had
maintained 205 miles of gas line

Tribrini

in 2008 and had expanded to 70
new lines.
Rushing said the Sanitation
Department had collected an
average of 85 tons of garbage a
day last year, an increase of 6
percent over 2007. The city also
produced 3.6 million gallons a
day and treated 4 million gallons a day in 2008. he said.
After the wind damage related
Toni Rushing
Murray Mayor

•See Page 8A
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•Obama

hours,' he said. 'It is the firefighter's courage to storm a stairway filled with smoke. but also a
From Front
parent's willingness to nurture a
economic team and Iraq advis- child, that finally decides our
ers and welcoming a stream of fate."
public visitors into the White
'Starting today, we must pick
House while Congress gives his ourselves up. dust ourselves
economic revival plan a going- and begin again the work
over and takes up the nomina- remaking America,* Obama
tion of Hillary Rodhana Clinton said.
to he secretary of state. Her conHe placed blame for the recent
firmation has been held up for economic collapse not just on
now by Republican concern greed and irresponsibility "on
over the foundation fundraising the part of some" but also on the
of her husband, the former pres- inability or unwillingness of
ident.
everyone to move the country
The new president had been beyond an industrial-based
buoyant and relaxed through the economy — what he called "our
three days of preinaugural fes- collective failure to make hard
tivities. But he seemed somber choices and prepare the nation
as he stood on the Capitol steps, for a new age." With that, the
placed his left hand on the Bible 47-year-old former Illinois senaused by Abraham Lincoln and tor transformed himself — from
repeated the inaugural oath "to a candidate claiming his campreserve, protect and defend" a paign is about the voters to a
Constitution that originally president promising to put the
defined blacks as three-fifths of nation in the people's hands.
awepnet
person. A deafening cheer
More inspirational than preup.
scriptive. Obama's inaugural
"What is required of us now is address only glancingly mena new era of responsibility — a tioned a series of promises from
AP Photo/Alex Brandon recognition, on the part of every his campaign: to get the U.S. out
President Barack Obama walks down Pennsylvania Avenue with his wife
Michelle Obama on their way to the White House in
American, that we have duties to of Iraq, stabilize Afghanistan,
Washington Tuesday. Jan. 20, 2009.
ourselves, our nation, and the create jobs. "restore science to
world, duties that we do not its rightful place," boost the use
grudgingly accept but rather of alternative energy, address
seize gladly." Obama said. "This climate change, transform
is the price and the promise of schools, manage government
citizenship."
spending wisely and oversee a
On the inaugural parade route, more bipartisan, less-divisive
Obama and his wife. Michelle. approach to policy-making.
climbed out of the heavily
To allies overseas eager for his
armored presidential limousine leadership to replace Bush's.
and walked a few blocks along Obama had welcome words:
famed Pennsylvania Avenue, "We are ready to lead once
waving to adoring crowds under more."
the watchful eyes of security
His ascension to the White
agents.
House was cheered around the
Hours later, they put the day's world as a sign that America will
formality behind them to swirl be more embracing, more open
through 10 inaugural balls. With to change. "To the Muslim
the president in white tie and the world," Mama said. "we seek a
first lady in a white one-shoul- new way forward, based on
dered gown by 26-year-old New mutual interest and mutual
York designer Jason Wu, their respect."
first dance was to Beyonce
Still, he bluntly warned. "
singing the Etta James classic those leaders around the globe
At Last." "Tonight, we cele- who seek to sow conflict, or
brate.
blame their society's ills on the
Throughout his inaugural West. know that your people
address, an 18-minute sermon will judge you on what you can
on civic duty. Obama wove a build, not what you destroy."
thread of personal responsibility
The nation had celebrated 55
and accountability. A liberal inaugurations before, but none
Democrat proposing billions of like the one that made a presidollars in new spending. Obama dent out of the son of Kenya and
nonetheless spoke of the limits Kansas. a man who rose to
of government.
America's highest office largely
AP Photo/Charles Dharapak
"It is the kindness to take in a untested at executive leadership.
First lady Michelle Obama moves her dress train as she dances with President
Barack Obama at the Youth Inaugural Ball in
stranger when the levees break. his political experience encomWashington, Tuesday. Jan. 20, 2009
the selflessness of workers who passing only four years in the
would rather cut their hours than U.S. Senate and eight in the state
see a friend lose their job which legislature of his home state of
sees us through our darkest Illinois.
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Vice President Joe &den, left, with his wife Jill at his side.
shakes hands with Justice John Paul Stevens after taking the
oath of office at the U.S Capitol in Washington. Tuesday. Jan
20, 2009.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Rubye Mae Young Burchett
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The funeral for Mrs. Rube Mae Young Burchett will be today
( Wednesday) at I p.m. in the chapel of
Churchill-Imes Family
Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Grandsons
will serve as pallbearers. Entombment will follow
in the Murray Memorial Gardens. Visitation is now
at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of
contributions to the Alzheimer's Associa
.
(treater Kentucky and Southern Indiana Chapter.
Aden Tower, 6100 Dutchmans I.N STE 401.
.uisville. KY 40205-3284. Online condolences
.1y• he made at www.imesmillercom.
Mrs. Burchett. 89. Murray. died Monday. Jan.
19. 2009, at 6 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
She and her late husband. Clinton Borchelt. were lifelong farmers in the Kirksey community. She was a charter member, secretary
and lifelong member of Wadesboro Homemakers Club and was a
member of Glendale Road Church of Christ. She had been an active
member of Hickory Grove Church of Christ until 1985 when their
home burned down and they moved to Murray.
Born Jan. 7, 1920. she was the daughter of the late John Young
and Omie Edna Young Overby. Also preceding her in death were her
, husband. Clinton Burchett: four brothers. Cleatus, Robert, Joe and
'Melvin Young: three sisters. Jewel Lawson, Lela Usrey and Rachel
Young.
Survivors include one son. Michael Burchett and wife. Debbie.
Calloway County; two daughters. Becky Gore and husband. Max.
Calloway County. and Toni Bohannon and husband, Johnny.
Murray: one brother. Harold Young and wife, Doris, Florence. Ala.:
, six grandchildren. Josh and Brent Burchett. Shawn Gore and wife.
Teresa. John Gore and wife. Susan. Dr. Todd Bohannon and wife.
Stephanie. and Tyler Bohannon: five great-grandchildren, Jonah.
Sarah and Noah Bohannon and Lee and Travis Gore: special caregivers, Dorothy Bogard. Theresa Folwell and Carolyn Morris.

Paid Obituaries
Mrs. Happy Alexa Starts
The funeral for Mrs. Happy Alexa Starks will be Thursday at II
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Hollis Miller will
officiate. Music will be by Margery Shown and Oneida White.
Bunal will follow in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will be at
the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Angel's Attic. 12
Chestnut St.. Murray. KY 42071.
Mrs. Starks. 88. Sycamore Street. Murray. died Friday. Jan. 16,
2009. at 5 p.m at her home. A homemaker. she was a member of
Murray Woman's Club and of University Church of Christ. Happy
was true to her given name. She was always happy to see you come
and sit a spell. Quick with a smile, a little laugh, and a quick story.
She enjoyed traveling to visit her daughter out west and seeing the
great sites of our country. Happy enjoyed gardening and entertaining her extended family at her home. Her extended family will nil,
her. Preceding her in death were her husband, Roy G. Starks. out.
sister. Alice McDonnell. and two brothers, Joe T. Outland and Bill
Outland. Born June 28. 1920, in Crossland, she was the daughter of
the late Leonard Outland and Rosa McLeod Outland.
Survivors include one daughter. Gina Rose Murto and husband.
Marty. Montana City. Mont.: three sisters. Barbara Nell Strader and
husband. Orvis. Calvert City. Mary Jane Charlton and husband.
Dan. Wright City. Mo.. and Becky Hampton. Murray.

William (Bill) Ladd

The funeral for William (Bill) Ladd will be today (Wednesday)at
I p.m. in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home.
Rev. Richard Smith will officiate. Oneida White will be pianist and
vocalist. Pallbearers will be Austin Ladd. Jeremy McCord. Jonathan
Turner, Trey Green. John Reed and Eric May. active, and Mark
Baumer. honorary. Burial will follow in the Bonner Cemetery
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
011ie C. Hal
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Tribute Program. Sr
011ie C. Hall. 87. Calloway County, Oak Grove community, died
Jude Research Hospital, 501 St. Jude Place, Memphis, TN 3810'
Tuesday. Jan. 20. 2009. at 7:08 p.m. at Marshall County Hospital,
1941.
Benton. Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of arrangeMr. Ladd, 78. Murray, died Saturday. Jan. 17, 2009, at II p.m. at
ments.
Jackson Purchase Medical Center. Mayfield.
A retired pipefitter. he was a lifetime member of The Plumbers &
Milani(My)Flora
Steamfitters Local #184 in Paducah for 56 years. He was a a crew
William (Billy) Flora. 52. Clarksville. Tenn., died there Tuesday. chief for the Ladd Racing
Team and his hobbies were hunting. fishNov. II. 2008. Survivors include one son. Eric Flora. Clarksville: ing and NASCAR
fan.
his father. L.D. Flora. Hanson, Ky., formerly of Murray: two aunts.
Born July 24. 193(1, in Paris, Tenn.. he was the son of the late
Fay Nell Flora and Cozy McCuiston. both of Murray: several William (Bill) Ladd
Sr. and Bessie Buttrey Lidd. Also preceding
cousins. A memorial service will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of him in death was
one grandson. Chip Turner.
First Baptist Church, Murray, with Rev. Boyd Smith. officiating.
Survivors include his wife. June Overcast Ladd. to whom he was
married July 30. 1950: two daughters, Brenda Turner and husband.
Loyd E. Pittenger
Larry. and Martha Green and husband. Jim. and one son. Steve Ladd
A graveside service for Loyd E. Pittenger will be today and wife. Debbie. all of Murray: seven grandchildr
en, Jennifer
(Wednesday) at I p.m. at the &well Cemetery. Kirksey. Grandsons Baumer and husband. Mark. LaGrange. Jonathan
Turner and Trey
will serve as pallbearers. No visitation is scheduled. lines-Miller Green and wife. Ashley, all of Murray. Neely Green.
Louisville.
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences Angie McCord and husband. Jeremy, Puryear. Tenn.,
Amy May and
may be made at www.imesmillercom.
husband. Eric, Baton Rouge. La. and Dustin Ladd. Martinsville.
Mr. Pittenger, 75. Murray. died Monday. Jan. 19. 2009. at 12:10 Ind.: seven great-grandchildren.
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was a retired carpenter from the Commonwealth of Kentucky.
Born Nov. 28. 1933. in Greenville. Ill.. he was the son of the late
Leary and Nellie Sanders Pittenger. One brother. Richard Pittenger,
also preceded him in death.
•
•
Survivors include his wife. Elaine Logsdon Pittenger: one son.
Dennis Pittenger and wife. Stacey. Murray; four daughters. Amy
Russell and husband. James. St. Louis. Mo., Cindy Hailer and husVIENNA% Austria (AP) The deteriorating global ecoband. David, Seattle. Wash.. Kelly Edwards and husband. Mike.
Dismal. global economic news nomic outlook means forecasts
Benton. and Shelly McWherter. Murray: one brother, Sherrill
pointing to detcriorating energy for crude demand are being
Pittenger and wife. Dorothy, Vandalia. III.: eight grandchildren.
demand kept oil prices in check slashed.
Megan and Reagan Pittenger, Matthew and Robert Russell, Ashley
today. with crude oscillating
"We wouldn't be surprised to
and Brandon Lamb. Sean Chandler and Seth McWhener: two greataround $41 a barrel.
see Japan in a severe recession
grandchildren. Lauryn and Jillian Russell.
The market continued to for at least 3 years and the U.S.
focus on bad news from the could easily be in recession for
Dr. Mildred Faye Swann Harry
banking sector, with investors 2 years and after that a very
LOUISVILLE. Ky. - Dr. Mildred Faye Swann Harry. 93.
concerned that a deepening slow recovery." Moltke-Leth
Brookside Dnve, Louisville. died Friday. Jan. 16. 2009. at 5:15 a.m.
global slowdown will further said.
at The Forum at Brookside.
undermine demand for crude.
The
Organization
of
Preceding her in death were her husband, Dr. Harold W. Harry:
But indications that OPEC was Petroleum Exporting Countries
her parents, Bun C. and Martha Ophelia Crawford Swann of Lynn
showing unusual discipline in is implementing 4.2 million of
Grove: two sisters. Dulcie Mae Swann Douglass of Murray and
taking extra barrels off the mar- output cuts announced since
Sybil Odine Swann Grogan of Frankfort.
ket gave prices some lift, along September. But that hasn't been
A graduate of Lynn Grove High School. she received her underwith renewed oil-related vio- enough to give a lasting boost to
graduate degree from Murray State Teachers College, master of scilence in Nigeria.
pnces
demand evaporates.
ence and Ph.D. from Louisiana State University: and Fellowship in
genetics at California Institute of Technology. She taught biologs
Texas State College for Women. University of Tennessee at M..;
and University of Houston where she retired in 1998. She was active
in a number of civic. political and cultural organizations.
Survivors include nephews. Stephen E. Douglass, Dover, Tenn..
of Murray 1.1.0
:and Gary S. Grogan and wife. Lynn. Frankfort, one niece, Jennifer
A. Partin and husband. Rob. Louisville: great-nephews, Robert A.
1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray, KY
Partin and wife. Alison. Louisville. and William R. Partin and wife.
Audrey. Dominican Republic. John S. Douglass. Knoxville. Tenn..
and Ryan D. Grogan. League City. Texas: great-nieces. Erin G.
Eggen and husband. Brandon. Frankfort. and Lucy C. Partin.
Louisville: two great-great-nephews. Jackson Partin and Cade
Partin. Louisville. A private memorial service will be held at a later
date. Cremation Society of Kentucky at Louisville is in charee
• arrangements.

Oil around $41 amid
grim economic news
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Israeli soldiers are briefed at a staging area on the IsradlGaza border, just outside the northern Gaza Strip, this morning. Israel withdrew the last of its troops before dawn as the
government pursued diplomatic efforts .to stop the flow pl
arms into Hamas-ruled territory.

Israeli troops leave Gaza
Strip, completing pullout
.ILRL SALLNI (API - the
last Israeli troops left the Gaza
Strip before dawn this morning,
the military said. as Israel dispatched its foreign minister to
Europe in a bid to rally international support to end arms
smuggling into the Hamas-ruled
tenitory.
The timing of the troop pullout reflected Israel's hopes to
defuse the crisis in still-volatile
Gaza before President Barack
Obama settled into the White
House. The military said troops
remain massed on the Israeli
side of the border, poised for
action if militants violated a
fragile. three-day-old truce.
The troops' exit marked the
end of an Israeli offensive that
ravaged Gaza and left sonte
1.300 Palestinians dead, at least
half of them'civilians. according
to Gaza health officials and a
Palestinian human rights group.
Thirteen Israelis also died.
Israel launched the war to
halt years of militant rocket fire
on southern Israel and to stop
arms smuggling that put oneeighth of the country's population within rocket range. The
death toll in Gaza provoked
international outrage. but in
Israel. the war was widely seen
as a legitimate response to militants' attacks.
The
Israeli
military

NA edricsd,i) that Li
would investigate claims by the
United Nations and human
rights groups that it improper+
used white phosphorous - ign
ingredient in weapons thgt
inflicts horrific burns. Although
the use of phosphorus weapogs
to mask forces is permitted Iv
international law. Amnes.
International has accused !sr
of committing a war crime
using it in densely populat
areas.
U.N. Secretary-General B
Ki-moon left the region
Wednesday after touring G'
and southern Israel. Ban ca
for an investigation into
Israeli shelling of U.N. c
pounds in Gaza during the fidglug. which he termed "
geous.alsofialtbd
use:Irks against I
and unacceptable.-- •
Israeli Foreign Minister T
Livni was headed to Brussel
Wednesday. hoping to cline
deal committing the European
Union to contribute forces, ship.
and technology to anti-smuggling operations.
"She will sum up with the Me
EU
representatives
their
involvement in the internationlil
handling of the problem 31
smuggling into the Gaza Stripsaid
Foreign
Ministry
spokesman Yigal Palmor
•
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Partisan politics
not the answer
Raise your hand if you're
sick of partisan politics where
nothing gets done, but at the
end of the legislative session
the politicians congratulate
themselves anyway.
Now, stamp your feet if
you're tired of short term solutions by legislators who willynilly mortgage the future at
the expense of our children
and grandchildren.
Ok,now let's put it all together, hands and feet, because
we're going to chant some
catchy lyrics that can be heard
in Frankfort. All together now:
"You got mud on your facc/
You big disgrace/ Somebody
better put you back in your
place/ We will, we will rock
you!"
With Senator David Williams
(R-Burkesville) leading the
majority in the Kentucky Senate, and Representative Greg
Stumbo ID - Prestonsburg) in
charge at the House level, voters may be well-advised to fasten their seatbelts. We're in
for a bumpy, bi-partisan ride.
What is most troubling about
this duo is their reputation for
bare knuckles blood sport and
their devotion to "winning" at
the expense of the good of the
commonwealth.
' Senate President Williams,
known for his fight-club mentality, asserts that the current
thidget shortfall, a projected
deficit of $456 million, isn't
rally so bad. Williams' apparent contempt for exploring bipartisan means to solve the
Problem was demonstrated
recently when he arrived 15
minutes late for KET's "Kentucky Tonight" show.(The other
guests on the show were Gov.
3teve Beshear and Representative Stumbo.)
When Williams did show
qp, he advocated a statewide
rtioking ban, in opposition to
the governor's proposed 70 cent
nix hike on tobacco. There is
skant logic behind Williams'
Proposal, as it won't generate
any revenue at a time when
the commonwealth needs it.
Another recommendation of
Williams is for the legislature
to relinquish its authority for
budget cuts and hand over that
responsibility to the governor.
That bizarre alternative would
get legislators off the hook for
Unpopular decisions. In the end.
Democrat and Republican law-

makers
could
sit
back
and
blame the
governor for
cuts
they
don't like.
Such a move
could
set
bot h
Williams Main Street
and Stumbo By Constance
Alexander
up as potenLedger & Time
tial candiColumnist
dates
for
governor in
the next election. leaving
Beshear holding the bag, the
bad guy.
Newly-elected Leader of the
House Stumbo does not inspire
any more confidence than
Williams, even though he
recently invited the Legislative
Ethics Commission to examine his business dealings.
While the Commission found
nothing amiss, one needs to
be reminded that ethics rules
for Kentucky legislators are
less than stringent. According
to Anthony Wilhoit, the commission's executive director,
lawmakers can pass laws or
award money in ways that benefit them privately, as long as
they also benefit at least one
other person.
Wow!
Meanwhile, Stumbo filed his
bill to expand gambling at the
states racetracks, vowing to
speed it through the process,
when Kentucky faces an
impending Medicaid shortfall
and dramatic shrinkage of the
unemployment fund.
What is most troubling is
that Williams and Stumbo seem
to be more interested in selfaggrandizement than in ensuring the solvency of the commonwealth. Is that any way
to run a state legislature? You
bet it isn't.
Keep up with what's going
on in Frankfort by logging on
to the site of the Legislative
Research
Commission
at
http://www.Irc.state.ky.us/.
Other online sources of information are: http://www.bluegrasspolicy-blog.blogspot.com/,
or kyprogress.blogspot.com/.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledger.com. Contact the columnist directly at
constanceale xander@newwavec
omm.net.
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Small business survival in a slowing econoiny
By Chris Wooldridge,
director, Murray State
University Small
Business Development
Center
Each day brings the latest
figures regarding the number
of home foreclosures, the price
of fuel, or the increase in unemployment rates. The state of
the economy is a harsh reality that is hitting the pocketbooks of individuals and families across the country. Consequently, households are evaluating their budgets and determining where to make cuts
and where to reallocate funds.
Consumer spending during an
economic downturn impacts
small businesses and the choices they are making.
Business owners may fear
customer cuts in spending and
may be faced with the need
to raise prices to compensate
for the increase in their operating expenses. Some companies are considering layoffs,
while others are considering
closing their doors. These are
just a few of the many challenges and realities that businesses may face during times
of economic turmoil. However, with proper planning and
appropriate
utilization
of
resources most small business
owners have the ability to

weather the storm. Here are
just a few issues a business
owner should consider in
today's environment:
Cash Flow:
It is extremely important for
small businesses to monitor cash
flow and debt service during
a slow economy. Many times
small businesses overlook monitoring accounts receivable and
fall behind in collecting payments. This can lead to insufficient cash flow to service
debt requirements. Any problems or concerns in this area
should be addressed immediately. The more lead-time available in solving the problem
often results in more options
to the business owner in fixing the problem or addressing
the concern.
Suppliers:
Small
business owners
should develop a contingency
plan for addressing supplier
changes. It's essential to remember that suppliers are facing their
own challenges and may make
decisions that will impact their
client base.
Therefore, a backup plan
can minimize disruptions if the
supplier experiences difficulties.
Additionally. this may be a
good time to explore different
vendors and do a price comparison to insure the business
is receiving the best value for
its money.

Customer Contact:
Small
business owners
should stay in constant contact with their customer base,
especially their largest or most
profitable customers. Contact
can be made inexpensively and
quickly by sending courtesy emails and faxes or by calling
customers. Customers may be
reluctant to spend their money
and will need the reassurance
from the businesses that can
be delivered through faxes. emails or phone calls. Also, if
a business owner is not calling on their customers, there
is little doubt that the business owner's competition most
likely will.
Downsizing:
Small businesses that are
forced to layoff employees need
to develop a strategy to handle the layoffs. Owners must
communicate openly with their
employees and manage their
perceptions as the layoffs occur.
Losing a job can be completely debilitating to a person; therefore, business owners need to
be sensitive of employees, but
must also protect the business
and its reputation.
Repositioning:
A slow economy may be a
good opportunity for small businesses to take advantage of
reduced costs where available.
For e x ample, bu sines, iss ners

may see the needs of its customer base shifting or an opportunity to grow a product line
or introduce a new service.
Business owners should also
take notice of their customers'
spending luibits as well as developing or changing needs. After
conducting research and examining finances, this may be the
time to reposition the business
and benefit from low prices.
Small business owners are
encouraged to reach out to the
Murray State University Small
Business Development Center
(SBDC) for assistance.
The mission of the SBDC
is to help the small business
community, not just survive.
but also to thrive. The SBDC
has many resources, experienced management consultants
and numerous training opportunities to assist small business owners.
The Murray State University Small Business Development Center is located in the
College of Business and Public Affairs Business Building.
Room 253 and can be contacted by calling 809 2856
Funded in part through a Cooperative Agreement with U.S.
Small Business Administration.
All opinions,conclusions or recommendations expressed are
those of the author(s) and do
not necessarily reflect the views
of SBA.
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SS representative will be
at Public Library Thursday
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COMMUNITY

Teachers invited
to participate in
free workshop
on economics

.riziluersary

A Social Security representative will be at
the Calloway County Public Library on
Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and
will assist in filing claims. This will be the
only visit for January at the library.
For more information call toll free at 1-800772-1213 or the Mayfield office at 1-270-2478095.

lo's
Datebook

Legion Post 73 plans event

American Legion Post #73 will meet Thursday
at 7 p.m. at the Legion Veterans Hall at 310 Bee
By Jo Burkeen Creek Dr., Murray. All veterans are welcome to
attend and anyone with questions can call Post
Community
Commander Duane Brown at 753-8985.
Editor

The Murray State University
Center for Economic Education.
the Kentucky Council on
Economic Education and the
Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis invite teachers of grades
1-6 to participate in a free workshop aimed at how to teach economics using children's literature.
The workshop will highlight
teaching strategies and materials
to help teachers integrate economic and finance education
concepts into their social studies
and language arts curriculum. It
will also involve participants in
numerous hands-on activities
and provide an active learning
experience.
In addition, free web lessons
will be demonstrated, the publication. Teaching Economics
Using Children's Literature, will

—COrTilizWionate Friends to meet

Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday at 7:30
p.m. in the private dining room I of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. This is a group for parents who have lost a child or young
adult through death. For more information call Chaplain Kerry
Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 731-498-8324.

4-H Cooking Club to meet

4-H Cooking Club will meet Friday from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. at
Westside Baptist church. Preparations for the 4-H banquet on
Saturday will be made. For more information contact Wilda Jetton
at 293-6959 or Calloway County extension office at 753-1452.

Reformer's Unanimous to meet

Reformer's Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church.
The public is invited. Child care is provided. For more information
or for a ride call the church office at 753-1834.

Rotary Club will meet
Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagliai's
Pizza. For more information contact Lance Allison at 753-5171.

Shrine Bingo on Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 at the club building on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is invited.

Digital 102 Classes planned
Digital Photography 102 class will be taught by Terry Little at the
Calloway County Extension office at 310 South 4th St., Murray, on
Friday. from 9:30 to 11 a.m. and 6:30 to 8 p.m. It is not necessary
to have taken 101 before taking 102. The classes are free and open
to the public. Persons are asked to register by calling the extension
office at 753-1452.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Tops (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. For
information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Narcotics Group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesday and Thursday at 8 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. For
information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004.

Alzheimer's event Thursday
Alzheimer's Support Group will have a special education seriestelecare conference on Thursday from 5:30 to 7 p.m. in the MurrayCalloway County Hospital education building. across from the
MCCH/emergency room. The public is invited and for more information call Cindy Ragsdale, LSW, MCCH Support Group
Coordinator at 762-1278.

Livestock team will meet
4-H Livestock Judging Team will meet Thursday from 3:30 to
5:15 p.m. at the County Extension office. All interested youth are
encouraged to attend.

Paul and Kathey Shaw
Paul and Kathey Shaw of 95 Brittany 1.n.. Murray. will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday. Jan. 24. 2009.
An open house reception will be Saturday from 3 tr. 5 p.m. at
First Presbyterian Church. Main and 16th Streets. Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited. The couple requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Shaw were married Jan. 24. 1959. at First Church
of God, Petaluma, Calif. Rev. B.C.C. Fansler officiated. Their witnesses were Duane Shaw and Patsy Conover.
Mrs. Shaw is the daughter of Geary Conover and the late Ina Lee
Conover of Gridley. Calif. She is retired from State Farm Insurance.
Mr. Shaw is the son of the late Roy and Ruby Shaw of Petaluma.
Calif. He is retired from State Farm Insurance.
Their children are Debbie Shaw of Aberden. Wash.. Daryl Shaw
of Tn. Ore., Douglas Shaw of Bloomington. Ill.. and Darla Parido
of Anderson. S.C. One deceased son is David Shaw.
Mr. and Mrs. Shaw have eight grandchildren and four greatgrandchildren.

Texas Hold 'Em tourney held
The Knights of Columbus'
Father Mattingly Fourth Degree
Assembly held a Texas Hold
Em Poker Tournament to raise
funds for charitable and patriotic causes supported by the
Assembly.
Ninety-nine players from as
far away as Franklin, Tenn..
Marion. 11.1.. and Evansville.
Ind.. competed for the $2.500
first prize. The total prize payout was $7,000.

e-mail: jo.burkeen.starrayledger.com'

Winners
were
Bob
Winchester, winner: Casey
Little, second place, and Ronald
Adams. third place.
The Knights of Columbus
plans to host this tournament on
the third Saturday of February
annually and is exploring the
possibility of an additional tourney in the spring or summer.
Anyone interested in information about the Knights of
Columbus can call 752-3333.

4-H Team will practice
4-H Shot Gun Team will practice Thursday at 6 p.m. at the
Jackson Purchase Gun Club. All interested youth are welcome, but
must be accompanied by a parent to attend.

Youth Center plans promotion
Main Street Youth Center will have a rebate night at Nicks on
Thursday from 5 p.m. to midnight. Customers are asked to tell the
cashier they are there for the center.

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

Just in time for those cold winter
days our SALE continues to get even
better! All winter merchandise,
including selected jewelry, purses.
scarves and belts 60 to 70% off. All
clothing is 60 to 70% off. There are
still lets of great items and lots of
sizes. Don't miss this one.
lt is tinw to make Use insist of your
winter wardrobe and blend in some
new things wan your basic pants,
skirts and jackets. We are making
room for all our new spring merchandise arriving daily so use your
gift certificates you received for
Christmas On winter bargains or put a
nes, spring outfit on layaway.
We have just received a new shipment of jewelry, including some
unusual watches that can add to your
winter outfit and also look great with
your spring and summer clothes.
If you wear a size 6 shoe, we have
some cute sandals, sample shoes,
originally priced $75 to $85 dollars
for 521.
Have you tried the Spans Power
Panty? You may have heard about
them on Oprah or other IV pr,,
grams They eliminate panty lines
and smooth those unwanted lumps
and bumps we all seem to have. We
also have the Spans bra.
Congratulations to Sheila lames
who won the door prize last Ffiday.
Stop by and check out all the bargains and see what is new for spring.
Sias noted to nett 14 ref', Fun
Fashion

Aetisicri

MMS plans meeting
Murray Middle School have its Assessment Committee meeting
today (Wednesday) at 3:30 p.m. in the school library. All interested
persons may attend.

Works 4-H Club to meet
. Financial Aid Seminar planned
A Financial Aid Seminar/Workshop for Calloway County High
School seniors and their parents will be today (Wednesday) from
A:30 to 6:30 p.m. in the CCHS library media center. Doug Cook
with the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority
(KHEAA)will be available to answer questions you may have coneerning financial aid for college and to provide assistance with completing the free application or Federal Student Aid (FAFSA).

Pictured, from left, Don Britain of Knights of the host chapter
with winners, from left, Bob Winchester, Casey Little and
Ronald Adams.
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Lilia & Man Murray
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Upcoming Events
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Jan. 21
Jan. 22
Ian. 23
Jan. 26
Jan. 27
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Jan. 29
Jan. 30

Bingo
St. John Story Hour
Afternoon Drive
Wii Bowling
One Man Band
Olive United Methodist Church
Emerson Walker
Puzzles
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MHS plans football banquet

Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at 615 South 12th
St.. in the Southside Shopping Center behind Regions Branch Bank.
The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday,4 p.m.. closed, no smoking. 12x12 study, 8 p.m., open meeting, smoking: Monday. 6 p.m.
closed, smoking. ladies meeting. 8 p.m. open. smoking; Tuesday, 8
p.m. closed, no smoking: Wednesday. II a.m. closed, no smoking.
6 p.m.. closed, ladies meeting. smoking, 8 p.m., open. smoking:
Thursday, 8 p.m. closed, smoking, big book meeting; Friday, 122
noon, no smoking, lunchtime meeting, 8 p.m. open. smoking. New
comers: Saturday. 10 a.m.. open. non-smoking. 8 p.m. open. nonsmoking, speaker meeting. Closed meetings are for people who
think they have a problem with alcohol and want to give it up. Open
meetings are for anyone who wants to attend an AA meeting. For
informPtion for male contacts call at 753-9320 or 436-2552, and for
female contacts, call 270-493-1227. 293-9744 or 978-1879.

Penny & Micky Bogard
Holly & Jeremy Bolls
Susan I. Richard Barton
Nikki & Ben Coney
Amy & Kenn Doyle
Haley Edwards & Bobby Asuc:
Jessica Elkins & JR. Scat!
Tracy & Richard Fears
Ashley & Michael Floe
I
Lesln Ili Terry Franklin
I.—
Erica & Chip Gray
Tara Dokaub & Hannon Brown
Britton,/ Jones
Marge & Joaky Jones
Jessica & Chin McGraw
Amanda McGuire & Brian Fox
anttany Morgan & time Thomas
Kacy Morro & Dent Mann

-44

Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet today (Wednesday) at 5:30
p.m. at Murray High School. All coaches, sports representatives,
parents and other interested persons are urged to attend.

Alcoholics Anonymous lists meetings

•
Baby
. Registry
Rebecca & Wade Andrews
•
Ashley & Lee Anderson
•
Kan & Landon Barrow
•
•
Encc & Joey Bazzell

Photo provideo

Tiger Booster Club will meet

Murray High School has scheduled its annual football banquet for
Monday at 6 p.m. at the Murray State University Curtis Center.
Tickets must be purchased in advance and are available at the high
school for $15 each through today. For more information contact
Cathy Garland at 753-4351.

Ork a is •..
11180.84.140.4401****

•

305 South 121h
Murray. KY • 753-7441
www.dk-kehey.com

Calloway County Middle School Works 4-H Club will meet today
(Wednesday) after school in the cafeteria.

be used to provide ideas and
teaching activities, and sample
lessons and an annotated bibliography will be provided.
Although this workshop is
free for all who attend, space is
limited to the 40 participants on
a first-come basis. A light supper will be provided.
The workshop will be held on
Tuesday, Feb. 3, from 4:30-7
p.m. at the Graves County
Central Elementary School.
located at 2262 State Route 121
North in Mayfield.
Barry Brown, director of the
MSU Center for Economic
Education, urges teachers to
sign up for the free workshop as
soon as possible
Register
online at www.econ.org/pd/professionaldevelopment.html. For
more information, contact
Brown at (270)809-4277.
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Jan. 29
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Dodge Chrysler Jeep Owners
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All New 2009 Toyota
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Up To $2,000 Loyalty Cash Allowance
2008 Chrysler
PT Cruiser
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al $4,000 Toyota Rebate $
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All New 2008 Toyota 4 Runners
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New 2008 Toyota Sequoias

01604,000 Toyota Rebate
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All New 2009 Toyota Corollas
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All New 2009 Toyota
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Cam rys

saies25,125
Limited Lifetime Warranty I

2008 Jeep®
r
Compa.•., Sport

2008 Dodge
Charger SE

2008 Jeep®
Contauznder Spec

$1,500 Toyota Rebate

We have the inventory and
prices to make you happy!
Come in and Check on All Financing
& Lease ?Wins Available!
Pi,ce ,c1JOes ODC tee of $14900 taxes the and license are additiona;
Photos for Iliustation purposes only 2.9% APP for 50 mos with approved Toyota Financial Services Credit
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12,989

18 956

S15,916

Row Seating. Kra er

Locks. TiluCruise

Credit Union Members Up To
$1,000 Cash Allowance
Warmer 'All pros plus tan. litre and flcense additional Rebates deduct,: $'49
Chrysler. JeejhP and Dodge are registered trademarks of Chrysler LLC S

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck con! an ."

"Whatever it takes, we want to be our car or truck con'
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2420 E Wood St Parts TN - 1400-325-3229!US-W-3911S
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Peppers

tomotive Pre-owned Specials

2008 Dodge Grand Caravan Virr
— 23,000 Miles, Stow-N-Go,
Power Sliding Doors,
7 Passenger.
Stk. #CP596

2005 Chevrolet Silverado
"71

IS

2005 GMC Sierra 4x4
31,000 Miles.
Stk. #TT8444A

21,000 Miles, Ext. Cab,
T/C, PW/PL, CD.
Stk. #P7042A

f

95,985*
2008 GMC Canyon SLT 4X4

2005 Lexus RX 330

1,000 Miles, Ext. Cab,
Heated Leather,
Chrome Wheels.
Stk. #P7046

55,000 Miles, All VVhee!
Drive, Loaded, Chrome
Wheels.
Stk. #P6997
illOPP
Automatic, Heated Leather, Glass Targa
Top. GM Certified Vehicle. Stk #GT9145A

2005 Subaru Outback 3.0 R

I

-mdLi

$22,695*

2008 Pontiac Solstice

66,000 Miles, TIC, PW/PL,
CD, Heated Leather,
Moonroof, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #CP580A

—1 5,000 Miles, Convertible,
Automatic, Leather,
Chrome Wheels.
Stk. #P6994

si3F876*
2007 Lincoln

MKZ

2007 Mercedes-Benz CLK-350

2004 Ford Taurus SE

27,000 Miles,
Convertible, Heated
Leather, Alloy Wheels.
Stk #P7000

—1 23,000 Miles, Heated/Cooled
Seats. All Wheel Drive. NAV
fl Chrome Wheels, Moonroof.
Stk. #CP603

sr_

1 97.000 Miles, TIC. PW/PL,
CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #C78166A

s21,9137*
2008 Chevrolet Cobalt Sport
29.000 Miles, Heated
Leather. Moonroof, Alloy
Wheels, Spoiler.
Stk #P7053

2007 Chrysler PT Cruiser
.:1

2004 Chevrolet Trailblazer LT 4x4

Touring Edition
28,000 Miles, TIC, PW/PL,
CD, Moonroof, Chrome
Wheels
Stk. #C P 'A

58,000 Miles. 7
Passenger, Heated
Leather. Moonroof.
Stk. #P6981

plus tax tale and license aCIddrional $ 1 49 00C fee Included Ss
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Drive Beautiful

2400 E. Wood St.•Paris • 642-5661 •1-800-748-8816
Hrs.: M-F 8 a.m -6 p m . Sat 8 a m -5 p.m.www•peppersautomotive.com
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Health
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e-mail: hteague@murrayledger.con

Hospital teams with businesses for
Valentine's Day 5K run and lt/At

Photo provided

The members of the Valentine's Day 5K run/walk planning committee are: (Front. from left to right) Constance Alexander,
Lindsay Gelb. Pam Kilnapp-Guy and Stephanie Duncan. In the back row are Jimmie Joyce, Jeff Liles, Ron Allbritten, Susan
Davis. Michael Skinner and Marc Peebles.

Price chosen for KMA board
Dr. Matt Price, OB/GYN
physician at Primary Care
Medical Center was recently
selected to serve on the
Kentucky Medical Association's
State Legislative Activities
Committee for 2009. The KMA
dommittee works closely with
iitate legislators dealing with
bealth care issues important to
.jaatients in Kentucky such as
:Access to care, improving health
• tare quality, and disease prevention measures. The committee
will meet throughout the MN
state legislative session to direct
and supervise KMA's recommendations for state legislative
goals in Kentucky they find to
be in the best interest of the general public's health. Dr. Price
:specializes in obstetrics, gynecology and women's health and
'7can be reached for appointments
759-92(X).

It's a whole new Curves!!
Introducing CurvesSmart,
the world's most
advanced technology! •

Service Fee.
30 Days FREE

Murra -Calloway County Hospital together with the Center for
Health & Wellness. Murray Convention and Visitors Bureau. the
City of Murray. Spoilable Scoreboards. Fleet I-eel and Intiovatis e
Printing, team together to host -Don't Just Run. Run lor a Reason
- Hospice.- a Valentine's Day 5K Run/Walk on Saturday. Feb. 14.
at the Center lot Health & Wellness.
The event will raise funds to support a Residential Hospice House
in Western Kentucky. The residential Hospice House will provide
12 beds where terminally ill patients can end life's journey in a
comfortable home-like setting. It will offer an important option for
people who are in need of end-of-life care and cannot, or prefer not.
to die at home, in a hospital, or in a nursing home. Hospice Houses
offer a variety of services to meet the physical, emotional, psychosocial, and spiritual needs of its residents. The hospital needs to
secure $3 million to achieve this goal of beginning construction for
a Hospice House in Murray. which will be the only Residential
Hospice House located in Western Kentucky.
To register before the event. forms can be picked up at the Center
for Health & Wellness. Murray Chamber of Commerce. and the
Murray Convention & Visitors Bureau. Completed forms with
entry fee can he dropped off at the Center for Health & Wellness or
mailed to: Center for Health & Wellness - Valentine's Day 5K. 716
Poplar Street. Murray. KY 42071. Late registration will take place
on Saturday. Feb. 14 beginning at tt a.m. at the Center for Health &
Wellness. The run will begin at 9 a.m, and consists of a scenic run
through downtown Murray. through the City Park, and then ends at
the Center for Health & Wellness.
The entry fee is $25. which includes a guaranteed shin with preregistration. Those who sign up on race day will receive a shirt on
a first come, first served basis. Refreshments, courtesy of Murray
Hospital. will be available following the race. Registration forms
and
additional
information
are
available
at
www.runwalkmurray.org or by calling the Center for Health &
Wellness at (270) 762-1FIT. In case of severe weather, the race
would be postponed to a later date. It's cold outside, so bring your
warm heart and support the Residential Hospice House.
A series of runs are being planned including a St. Patricks Day
Run and an Easter Run. For more information about upcoming
events please visit www.runwalkmurray.org.

Allergy lit Asthma Clinic

_S)/0„/. 11/1).
Diagnosis & Treatment of Asthma,
Allergies, Hay Fever, Sinusitis, Cough.
Insect Allergy, Food Allergy
No Referral Necessary • New Patients Welcome

1-800-756-5551
602 North 12th St., Murray
759—.3400

Office Location:

Murray, KY • Union City. TN • Paris. TN

STOP BACK & NECK
PAIN TODAY!
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Dr. Matt Price
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Safe Painless Procedure for
• Disc Bulge
• Sciatica
• Disc Herniation
• Neck Pain
• Headache
• Arm Pain

* NO DRUGS
• NO INJECTIONS
• NO SURGERY
Dr. V. Wade Etherton
Dr. B. Dobry Etherton
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Fiscal Court approves MCCH
request for endowment corp.
By TOM IOW
Staff Writer
Calloway County Fiscal
Court has given conditional
approval to a request from
Murray
Calloway County
lospital to form an endowment
torptIrill 1011 that will collect
donations for the facility's genci al fund while also obtaining
federal 5013C status as a public
charity.
The county is also offering a
s500 reward for intormation
leading to the arrest and conviction of the person or person
stealing road signs in the area of
Red Bud Road.
Magistrates Eddie Clyde
!tale. Connie Morgan and
Johnny Gingles unanimously
affirmed a resolution recommended by Judge-Executive
aM Elkins to support the
endowment proposal presented
I,s MCCH CEO Keith Bailes
and MCCH Board attorney
Chip Adams during a meeting
of fiscal court Monday night.
Fourth District Magistrate
Bobby Stubblefield was not
present because of medical concerns.
However the proposal was
approved only if changes were
made in the draft presented
fegarding regulation of oversight and administration of
I unds collected. Some of the
changes include how the procram would transfer funds to a
third party or other operations if
needed.
Members of the Murray City
Council also must approved the
proposal before it can be implemented. The Murray Calloway
County Endowment for Health
Care Corporation will be created if approved by both governing bodies.
Elkins said the formation of
a corporation could only help
MCCH grow and serve the
Murray-Calloway County com-

munity.
"I am comfortable to ith the
idea of the endow ment with
these changes:. Elkins said. "I
am comfortable that ever)one is
protected and that it will be
good for the hospital."
Before the vote. Adams told
magistrates that all funding collected by the endowment corporation - which includes all
members of MCCH's Board of
Trustees as appointed by
Calloway County Fiscal Court
and Murray City Council - will
go to the hospital's general
fund. However donors wanting
to designate funds to specific
programs will be accommodated. With a 5013C designation.
MCCH will also he eligible for
more federal grant dollars for
both general fund expenses and
specific programs determined
by federal law
Later in the meeting. magistrates voted to of Ter a reward to
the public for intOrmation leading to the arrest of those stealing
road signs in the area of Red
Bud and Roosevelt roads. First
District Magistrate Eddie Clyde
Hale said several have been
stolen and recommended the
action with support from
Morgan.
Both Hale and Morgan
warned those responsible that
should the loss of a sign lead to
injury or death of county residents directly or indirectly, the
thief could be charged.
"Stealing road signs is serious." Morgan said. "If an ambulance is called out there and
can't find where to go because
the road sign is missing, who
ever took it could be held
liable."
Anyone with information
regarding the theft of road signs
is asked to contact the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department at
753-3151.

KYSER LOUGHledger & Times

INAUGURATION PARTY The Big Apple Cafe hosted an inaugural party last night to celebrate the inauguration of President
Barack Obama A portion of all proceeds were given to the Angels Clinic in Murray. along with money taken up in a donation
jar.
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III State of Community ...
From Front
to Hurricane Ike in September.
the Street Department kept good
records on what they cleaned up
and were reimbursed $68,000
by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. he said.
He also complimented the
police and fire departments and
said the reverse 911 system was
in operation, but could mostly
only reach numbers listed in the
phone book at this stage. He
said the city wanted to get more
cell phone numbers so that it
could reach more people if there
were an emergency.
Rushing said the city also
owed a great deal to its wonderful public schools and to
Murray State University. He
and Elkins also said the community would benefit a great deal
from Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's expansion.
In order for the city to continue its growth, it will need to find
new sources of revenue.
Rushing said. He said this didn't
necessarily mean that taxes had
to be raised and said the General
Assembly was considering
allowing a locally controlled
sales tax and a telecommunications tax. He encouraged people
to contact the Murray state legislators who were at the breakfast. Sen. Ken Winters and Rep.
Melvin Henley.
"The jet could sit in the hanger or continue the journey
toward progress and optimism:.
he said.
Elkins listed several projects
that had either been completed
or started in 2008, as well as
those getting started now. He
also said it was time for the
county to get a new public
library.
Elkins said he was happy that
the Fiscal Court had been able
to retire the bonds for the jail
and pay off the debt eight years
early. eliminating the jail tax
and saving taxpayers thousands
of dollars in interest. He said
they had also reissued the bonds
to pay off the Judicial Building.
which would save about
$100.000.
He also said the county has
one of the best rural fire departments an the state. saying that
many counties have up to 13

different departments. but that,
Calloway has one well-trained
force. He said he was also
happy to see the $1.5 million
county health center open last
year and that employees were
now working at the new Transit
Authority building.
"It's very unusual for a community our size to have this
many capital projects going
on.- Elkins said. "It's because
we have great leaders who have
helped find sources of revenue:.
Elkins also said he had been
told that the new section of
Highway 80 should finally open
this year and the main reason it
had been held op was because
the intersection at Highway 641
had a large "hump" that needed
to be leveled off before traffic
could go through.
"As I understand it. if you
enter that intersection at 55 to
60 miles per hour, you'll hit a
hump and end up halfway to
Mayfield:. he said.
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Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday in
City Hall.
William C. Adams, attorney
for Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, will discuss the
establishment of Murray
Calloway Endowment for
Healthcare, Inc., a subsidiary
corporation for the provision
of
medical
services.
Representatives from Murray
Electric
System
and
Newwave Communications
will also speak about the
switch to digital television.
• The Murray Public Works
Comittee will meet at 5:15
p.m. Thursday in City Hall to
review and discuss bids for
the Phase 5 sewer project.
The Public Safety Committee
will then meet at 5:30 p.m. to
discuss reports from the traffic control committee regarding residents' requests for
stop signs on North Fifth,
Sixth and Seventh streets.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916.
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LPN and CMA

COMMONWEALTH OF KF-NTUCK1
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALI.OWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. O8-CI-00535

Murray Woman's Clinic has openings for an
LPN and CMA. We will consider full time
or part time applicants. We have an excellent

eHASE HOME FINANCE. LLC,

PLAINTIFF

VS NOTICE OF SALE
MICHAEL MOHLER,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on December 8.2008. in the above cruse, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $57.592 54. I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouee door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder. at public auction on Fnday. Januar) 30, 2009, at the hour
of 10.00 a m . local time or thereabout, the following described property located
in Calloway County, Kentuck) with to address being 4020 Airport Road.
Murray. KY 42071. and being more particular's dean-'bed arr follow.
293 acres and being further described as follows Beginning at a stake on the
East right of way of the Penny blacktop road, said stake being 16 rode North of
the center of a gravel road known as the Ellis Wrather Road. said gravel road
running East from the Penny blacktop, for a beginning point. thence. East with
Doyle Pierces fence and North line 9 18 chains to a stake. thence. North and
parallel with the Penny blacktop road 3 20 chains to a stake, thence West and
parallel with Doyle Pierce's North line 9 18 chains to a stake in the East right of
way of the Penny blacktop road. thence South with the East right of way of
Penny blacktop 32(1 chains to the point of beginning
This deed conveys a tract 320 chains North and South and 9 18 chains East and
West
SAVE AND EXCEPT- Approximately 1 9376 acres mor or less deeded to Morgan
Cunningham recorded on the 31st day of March. 1994, in Deed Book 201, Page
127. in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County and deecnbed as follows Legal
description of•tract of land situated in the County of Calloway State of
Kentucky, being a part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 32, Township 3,
Range 4 East, and being further described as follows Commencing at an iron
pin 30 East of the centerline of Kentucky Highway *783 Penny-Airport Road,
said iron pin being 271 93 North of the centerline of the Ells Weather Road
thence. South 80 deg. 39' 47" East 206 25 to an iron pm in the Doyle Pierce
North boundary line and the Point of Beginning thence, from seicht of
beginning. North deg 0100' East 211 20', thence South 80 deg:' 47' Wee
399.63 to the point of beginning
This tract contains :.9.376 acres. but is subject, however, to all roadways and
easements of record
This tract lies immediately East of the house and 1 000 acre tract descnbed
Tract !I ,Said 1 000 acre tract a being retained by Ashton Wagner
Except any Interest in the coal oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which hae been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, col. go. and other minerals. if any
Being the same property conveyed to Michael Mohler by deed from Susan 1Farthing. dated June 29, 2006. of record in Deed Book 651. Page 373. in tha.
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credtt basis of thirty f 301
days. but If sold on a credit of thirty 30:1
days. the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third 1/31 of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, in two equal installments with
good and sufficient surety. bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of
sale until paid. and fully due and payable within thirty days A lien shall be
retained on the piopeits- as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any. shall
be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
'This 12th day of January. 2009
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Alp Wanted
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do
occur. Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk.
Although persons and
companies
mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any reSPonSiWay whatsoever for
their activities

FOUND
Female
Cocker Spaniel 1,116 on
Utterback rd
759-0706
FOUND Ladies silver'platinum wedding
bandJan.
12th
Murray Post Office
Parking Lot 759-9789
060
Hap Wanted
FULL-TIME OPPS HS
grads ages 17-34 Full
pay, benefits. training,
30 days vacation/yr. $
for school No exp
needed Cali Mon-Fn
1-800-777-6289

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger com.
,ou will be redirected
to jobnetwork corn
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
Howeser, as a national
webete, nix all listings
on the iobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Miura) Ledger
& Times Please call
us if !tou have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
jot listings Thank you
ORDER FILLER POSITION Requirements
Experience processing
orders, forklift operation, computer skills.
Math accuracy, good
attendance. positive
attitude, daily physical
labor, lift 60I1)5 overtime with short notice,
work closely with others Drug testing &
background
check
Send
resume
to
ORDER FILLER PO
BOX 1841. MURRAY
KY 42071

For Sale or Lease
1 8 Acres with 4400
square foot block
building
Hwy 641 South
Murray
Sortable for
churctdretail,
office, restaurant 3BR
1BA tying quarters
Contact OBAR
293 3232

FACILITIES
MAINTENANCE
lone. 1.4ng LaSalle seeks
M()BII E I- AC- 111T)
TECHNICIANS to per
form laciliti maintenance
& repair dUll, toe OUI
client in ii,--- Mums an,
Rep for insiallarion.
rnainienarke operation &
repair el nos-shan't:al &
elcorkalcipop & .ssienis
Commercial tat Oro HVAC
& main, rtp retfd. CEC
,rnift,anon pref•d
((real heneln, ,ornpan)
sehr,Ir. & stork our 1.1
tsorni., office I-as resume
Int luding •alar mann
;12-ihril 1244 or apph
.'lie it refer-en, Joh
.n,langlaselk oan
EDE

FIRST Baptist Church
Clinton, Ky is seeking
a part-time youth minister Applicants
should mail a resume
to = First Baptist
Church
320
Mayfield Rd
Clinton
Ky 42031
or email
to firstbaptist
search0yahoo corn
SECURITY Gain skills
on the Job Good pay.
benefits 30 days
vacation/yr No exp
needed HS grads
ages 17-34 Call Mon
Fri 1-800-777-6289

benefit package including medical insurance
and an outstanding 401K plan. If you are
expenenced. have a great personality, and
enjoy a fast paced work environment, send
or bnng your resume and cover letter to our
office. No phone calls, please.

urray
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Hepairs/Upgrades
759.3556

.TWI

ols

thiic

C

305 South 0th Street

Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

12'X18' used utility
trader.978.1806.
ANTIQUES. Call Larry

iMediacom

CASH paid for
good used gun,
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
rrAv

Isfecluicom is seeking Installers to install cable services within the Benton area Responsibilities will
include installation. troubleshooting service problems, maintenance, and selling and promoting broadband services Truck & tools provided The successlit
will possess a strong technical aptitude,
physical ability to lift up to 75 pounds. and the ability to work in all weather conditions A satisfadoey
dnving record is required Mediasom offers a competitive wage in addition too comprehensive benefit
package High School Diploma or equivalent and
strong communication skills are essential for success.
Applications accepted until position is filled vra the
billowing method careers mediacomcc corn

Low- Risk Leese Purchase
Become Your Own Boss
No Money Down. No Credit Check'
75% Gross + 100% FSC
CRST MALONE
866-925-2778
800-366-6361
060
line Wanted
WOMACK
Carte
Options, LLC
has
immediate
day
evening and weekend
shill openings for our
residential based community support program
Murray.
in
Specific duties include
in home work with
adults who need support with daily personal, educational and
social living skills
WCO provides all training. and benefits such
as paid vacation and
health insurance available Pay is commensurate with experience,
ranging $7 25-$10 00
per hour
Please stop by 404
North 411, Sheet. Suite
D to apply or call 270767-1544 to schedule
an interview
Membership
Coordinator WKMSFM. Murray State
University This is a
full-time non-tenure
track position to begin
March 2009

Help Wanted

Application
Deadline: February
6,2009, To Apply:
Send letter of application, current resume
with contact informabon for three prolesstone' references,
three recent writing
samples (press releases preferred). and
recorded audio sell
introduction with statement of interest (CD or
Mp3) postmarked by
deadline date to
WKMS Membership
Search, 2018
University Statton,
Murray State
University, Murray, KY
42071. Women arid
mmonfies are encouraged to apply Murray
State University is an
equal education and
employment opportunity. 54.F.D. AA employer

Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree 11,
a communication related field required
Candidate must
demonstrate excellent
Public relations skills in
wnting and in speaking Experience in
fundraising. direct
sales, using spreadsheets and database
applications required
Experience creating
basic online graphic
design andor
fundraising for nonprofit or public broadcasting preferred
Responsibilities:
Responsibilities
include, but are not
limited to maintaining
and developing successful service relationships with listener members including
station activities on

54' Sony protection TV
Great picture $250
753-1829

and off the air, online,
and in hstening communities

A Woman's Touch
cleaning service 26
years experience Call
Susan at
270-436-2216
DON'T have time for
deep cleaning/ Cell
met Very reasonable
rates 227-6535 Day or
night
HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806

All line ads
placed in our
paper are
posted on
our website
for free!

BRAND new Trek 21
speed Bicycle w/many
extras A value for only
$400. 270-226-9569
Accepting new
patients, ALWAYS'

Eyecare
Specialties
Or: Kevin Adams
270-759-2500
GREENHOUSE and
equipment for tobacco
plants 489-2436 after
7pm
HP Slimline s7700n.
1024 MB RAM and
250GB hard drive
$400. HP Presano
SR1303WM-B 768MB
RAM and 40GB Hard
Drive. Both wi pnnter
and screen.
270-226-9569.

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's.All the
newest makes and
models
including
Sony s
Best
XBR
series On display for
free delivery & set-up.
custom
surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnificent TV s in
action
Murray
Telephone
Eadctrontcs, Inc , corner of 8th and Arcadia
(270)753-7567

[
LARGE
SELIECIJON

sipmmencits
wArepeutipes

UStO

005 f Sooth 17th St

•75S.1713

Office Hours 8 a.m. —12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 pin.

consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiaues
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361
Ilobainomes

VEN1URE

For Saio

Propsrry Mencipernent LL L

-OWNER FinanceNo credit check
Singlewide
private
country setting close to
lake. 213 Primrose,
New Concord, KY.
$34,900„
$1,500
down. Call Rothe
270-753-2222.
LAST ONE'', 3b/2ba
Complete with delivery
and set and ready to
live in' $29999
731-584-9429
YEAR End Clearance'
20%-50% of all tot
model homes' First
come first sen,001
731-584-9429

3- 13R 2BA, newly
remodeled. Furnisned
(270)293-3183

1996 SOONER Horse
tratler 4hrs we(' SW
full Using quarters
Includes awning,
attached extenor 811
long aluminum dropdown table, toilet,
shower, Indge
microwave Newly
upholstered, new laminate flooring $13.900
Call 435-4717

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

(270) 761-7653
TOP quality

Mobil. Homes For Ron

Pre-Employment Drug Screen and Background
Check conducted
MEDIACOM IS 55 F Vt AL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
401 Maple St.
We sell new &
used furniture at
great deals

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42(171
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

HUGE 38R, 28A. 1
block from lake in
Anderson Shores
$500 monthly, depose
required (270)3622705.(270)205-6525
NICE 2 BR, no pets
753-9866

1 & 2 bedroom Apts
available Walk
to
MSU Laundry onsne.
College Farm Apts,
978-1123
1 Bedroom apartment
Clean and nice All
appliances including
W/D No pets
(270)436-2524 Cell
(270)293-6906
1 BR apt, various toecations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898
1 BR. all appliances, 1
year lease, deposit. no
pets.
University
Heights Sub
$325
monthly 753-4937
M-F, 8-5
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required 753-4109

www.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer. trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!
Authority of Murray is now taking

Housing
applications for 1. 2, 3. 4, and efficiency
apartments. These are federally subsidized
income based apartments. NO ELECTRIC
DEPOSIT REQUIRED! Apply at 716 Nash
Drive Monday - Fnday 7:30 - 4 PM. Phone
753-5000; Equal Housing Opportunity.

Mama Fer Ned
2BR, 1 SEIA.

no pets
$475 monthly
293-5423
2BR, 'IBA Hazel
C/H/A. all appliances,
lease, dep. &ref no
pets. $425. 753-1059
2BR. 2BA, garbage,
water & cable included,
$550 month, 1 year
lease, brand new. 7539479 ask for Debbie
Mac or 759-1509 after
500pm.

1BR apt pnvate, free
standing with stairs
411-1(2 S 8th St $275
monthly plus security.
270-474-2520
1BR. 1BA apt 2 blks
from MSU Water furnished $275/mo
752-1178
2B0. furnished, gas
heat Lease deposit.
references required,
no pets. 1604 Miller
upstairs. $400 a
month.(270)519-2699
2BR duplex. nice.
C/HA. appliances furnished Various loca
Irons Coleman RE
753-9898

1 SBA,

2BR townhome
W/D, 2-car garage
$695 rent.
$500
deposit. first month
free.
1 -year lease no pets
293-3904
1401
Diuguid Dr

LARGE 3BR furnished
apartment. 2.000 sq.ft.
All utilities paid with
washer and dryer. 1 yr
lease, deposit. references. No pets. $800
monthly 1606 Miller.
bottom floor.
270-519-2699.

3BR, 2BA in Hazel,
C/H/A, all appliances,
lease, dep. &ref, no
pets $525. 753-1059
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances Move in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898
BRAND new one bedroom in Hazel. All new
appliances provided
including wet Super
nice with large deck.
Water, sewer, trash
and all electric included. $550/mo
plus
deposit.
No lease
required. No smoking
within and no pets
270-492-8211

AND

1 BR, PET FREE
SMOKE FREE. NEAR
HOSPITAL,
ONE
YEAR LEASE HARDWOOD
FLOORS
$325
226-8006

1BR & 2BR apartments
available Great location 1 year lease. 1
month deposit. no pets
753-2905
1BR apartment. All utilities paid $450
per month plus deposit
270-227-4325

LARGE 38R apt,
newly remodeled, on
campus. C.1-1/A, VV&D
$600- 2 people. $6753 pecele, water.
sewage & trash furnished, no pets.
(270)293-3710

LARGE, very nice 2
bedroom, 1 1/2 bath
townhouse with all
appliances including
microwave and washer & dryer. $495/mo.
(270)759-5885 or
(270)293-7085
NICE 2E1r, 1Ba duplex
Stove,
refrigerator.
W&D hook-up
$300
deposit, $325 rent
293-3761.
TOWNHOUSES
for
rent. 3 & 4 BR 2 5 BA,
refrigerator.
oven,
stove, washer & dryer
included. Close to
Murray State $630$840 a month. First
month 1/2 utt. Call
270-348-0458.

LEA

111 I
* I

Subscribe to the

* * I

*LEmDuRRA
GE1RSETIMES*
Home Delivery
3 mo.
6
1 yr.

Local Mall
ICallorz.
ViS.011

3 mo.
6 mo.
1

Rest of KYPITI
tint),
•Badmen,
3
6 mo.-..-.....-$90.001
I yr
$120.00
Check

Other Mail II
Subscriptions

3
6 mo.

Money Order

Visa

!WC

Name
St Address
City
State

Zip

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
1hr call 12701 753-1916
•

I

CLASSIFIEDS

Nturray Ledger & I lints

NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD e1-800-648-6056
NOW renting sever.,
exceptionally nice
large I bedrooms,
unfurnished and
newly constructed
($375 includes
microwave) All appliances including washer, dryer, and dishwasher Availabildies in
February 759-5885 or
293-7085

wns

SMALL 1
Water paid
month No
person only

BR apt
$265 per
pets One
753-5980

2071

283

SLEEPING rooms hi/
guests. No cooking. N,
utilities
Reference ,
required. $175 monit
767-9037

.61 UrtAy Ledge.S reale Fan

Ad Notice
Al.] mai estate advertnnlheirii.
Housing

All

SILO. Io

fit our needs
Located tn
rugg,s radio stallion

75 8359 759-

64

G8C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

Stine laws forbid dinnwurtanon
tlw sale rental or advertrang
it real ostate based Ai IJRUP,in
addition to those protected
under bawlIDOL

119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9am -4 pm M-F

will knowisgh accept am
181. RENTALS
advertising Ion real estate which
Is nor in violation ot the law All
MINI-STORAGE
persons are hereby informed
720 N. 4TH ST.
that all dwellings advertned are
nrner of I 2 I 5. & t.lendele. as,ulable on an equal opportu16X10 $25 10115 $MI run t4e.i.,
Sr

12701 4.16-2.524
12701 293-6906

for turtier assistawe with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements. contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Warr, l7031618.1000

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

2 or 3 BR houses near
downtown
Murray
753-4109
380, 2BA, Brick,
newly remodeled, no
pets. '655 Ryan.
$750.00 month.
(270)293-3710
Ided

Rent

4BR, IBA adjacent to
MSU. $700/mo plus
deposit. 436-5085.

d, on
W&D
$675-

5BR, 2-1/2BA Brick in
Hazel, C/H/A, all appliances, lease, dep &
ref., no pets $625
753-1059

:e
oath
all
ding
Nashrno

luplex
erator,
$300
rent

for
5 BA,
oven.
dryer
e to
$630First

5 I

I

1500 sq
tt Store
rontage. 1701 121N
bypass. $800 month.
Call 753-2225 (Debbie
Mac) 759-1509 (Steve)
after 500.

1480

4-BEDROOM 2-Full
bath. $850/month in
newly developing subdivision about 8 miles
out of town.(251)3622431 (270)559-3557

nished
)sq.tt.
with
ir. 1 yr
refer$800
Miller,

l
Col Prnencal Prop. For Rent

OFFICE or retail space
available. Pnme location. 753-2905. 293-

3130. 2BA, Hardwood
floors, newly remodeled. 701 Broad St.
$500 month, no pets.
293-3710

king
icy
ized
RIC
Nash
'hone
ty.

fur-

al Guard Armory
759- 5

nice

SBR. 2BA. C1-11A, ail
appliances, leatse.
dep&ref
no pets
$625 753-1059

Retail Store in Hazel.
2500 SF +/- plus 960
SF porch
Really nice' Great for
antiques, restaurant.
retail. etc.
270-492-8211
Small offices and office
suites
available
Adjacent to MSU. $200
and up. Including utilities
restrooms,
kitchen. conference
room & more. Century
21 Barger RE.
270-247-2421

Pets& Supplies
DOG Obedience
436-2858

ROUND rolls of hay
$2500 roll 753-8819

CHAVIS REAL

ESTATE A AUCTION
-115 A Coldirrater
• 127113 761,7251
4220).705-4479
Tammy *Chew,
•BrokerAue.tio,,

Need to seii
Your house?

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available
753-2905

Cal; us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger A Times

270-753-1916

NEW - 7,000 Sq. ft. Industrial building
for rent lease on East Chestnut Ext.
Call 270-759-4851
for more information.

NEON BEACH
MINI-STORAGE
1:

.00 11
.00 11

.00

jI

Sellers call 753 1492
for
details on discounts
Buyers call
753
1492 to
get your gold package
details with discounts
CENTURY 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors is offering incentives for sellers and buyers We
have a gold package
of discounts for sellers
and
buyers
FROM lenders, attorneys
appraisers,
inspectors,TO paint
stores, floor covenngs.
window
cleaner,
stagers and even a
tree home
warranty
and
much
more
Some ot the discounts
range from 10% to
21%. This gold package is for 21 days
only' Sellers call 753
1492 for details on the
discounts Buyers call
753
1492 to
get your gold package
details

LARGE LOTS for sale
in county, will build to
Suit or you build.
$12,000-$9.000
reduced to $10,000$6.000 per lot. 7612247 between 10am &
5pm or 293-0139.
LOT for sale 155x170,
King Dnve, city water.
gas & sewer. $20,000
761-2247 or 293-1789.

COUNTRY House
Small 1BR,
$275 00/month +
security 474-2520

NICE quiet neighborhood, remodeled, 28R.
'IBA, laundry room.
garage, fenced backyard. All rooms large.
Stove. refngerator furnished.
3-blocks from univers,
ty. $550. FirsOlast
month's rent & deposit
required. No pets
(270)227-8920

'Al! Size Units
Available
•Now Have
Climate Control

7533853

•'OWNER Finance"

No

Cr•dit

Check.

3BR.
newly
1 BA
remodeled. quiet country setting, close to
lake
127 Tearose,
New
Concord
$59.900. $1,950 down.
Call Ruthie
'70-753-2222.
3BR 2BA home in
county, 3 acres ma,
pond Will consider
mobile home as trade
in on partial payment
761-5464
between
9am & 6pm or
293-1789
BENTON Country
Club

new construction.
3BR. 28A, wwsv whitestonecontractors com
703-7308
NEW
construction,
380 2BA, wood floors
through most of the
home, decorative colors, must see inside to
appreciate $168.500
761-5464
between
9arn & 6pm or
293-0139

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Riverfield
Estates.
Matt Jennings
293-7872
We Buy
Houses!
Fast Cash Offer
Stop Foreclosure

761-HOME
761HOME.COM

Motorcycles & AM
2007 Kawasaki Brut
force. 650 4wd $4,500
080. 293-7450

We have new storage units
located behind
Murray Business Center
On North 12th
With Interior Lights.

753-2905

530

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land
or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270)443-6737

2004 Durango SLT
4x4, black. loaded
$11.500 767-0583

hsed Cars
99 Nissan Altima
270-293-4756 or
270-625-1334
95 Toyota Camry LE.
$3.500 (270)492-8614
Buick
1990
Park
Avenue, loaded. good

condition $1,000 obo
Call 270-293-7913

USED TIRES
14.15 16 inch
Starting at 520
mounted

Call 753-5606

Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
leaf Vacuuming

Satisfaction guaranlee.
753-1816 227-061
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
I270i 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

YOUR AD
'COULD SE
MIME FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916
-

Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 nowt mama
Re'., Corn . & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All robs - big or small,

227-9641
ALL Carpentry
Construction
-Homes *Remodeling
• Decks *Screened
Porches *Garages
-Sagging
-Rotten
Floors *Termite
Damage *tome &
Mobile Home
Licensed & Insured
270-227-0587
270-753-2353
ATTIC Insulation blow-,
in 293-1924

BARRY JAMES
ELECTRONICS

753-9562

removal gutter
cleaning hauling, etc
Insured

nig4t's

BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs.. 436-2228.
YEARRY'S
Tree

FUTRELL S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood Insured.
489-2839.

Service
Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Horoscope
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday, Jan. 22. 2009:
You are full of energy and
excitement this year. You might
be focused on your goals, but
inevitably, what you desire
comes in from out of left field.
Groups of people and fnendship
mean a great deal to you. As a
result, you will create much
more of what you want through
networking. If you are single, a
relationship evolves through a
tnend But recognize that you
might not really know this person. And you might not get to
know this person for a long time.
Take your time before committing. You could discover this
person is very different from
what you thought. If you are
attached, spend more time away
together. Romance blooms.
CAPRICORN reads you cold.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 34Iverage; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

Jaceelkie Mar
won't be singing the blues ir the
near future. Open up to possibilities with an eye to improving
communication in a key relationship. Tonight Let your hair down.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Your grin goes far, but
you still must act on an idea.
Bosses drop a iot on your plate,
and you might have very little
choice as to what to do. Use care
with a thought or an instinct. A
touch of cynicism pays off.
Tonight: Pay bills first
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Know when to do less and
listen more, Sometimes you
could feel overwhelmed. Today.
make it OK to feel like that.
Gather information. What you
feel is a good hunch might have
larger implications than you originally thought. Tonight: You feel
better as the night gets older.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Zero in on a friendship.
A meeting could prove to be
more important than you originally thought. Share a dream or e
very wild thought. Your instincts
could cause an unanticipated
surprise. Money could be a wild
card. Tonight. Make it an early
night.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Others demand a lot, but
on the other hand, you are able
to handle all your responsibilities. The unexpected plays a big
role in your unpredictability. How
you see life could change radically Tonight: Find your spirits

BTM EXCAVATING. LLC
•Trackhoe • Backhde • Dozer
• Ponds• Driveways • Clearing
• Septic Systems 4 Derrobtion

Over 46 roan erp
Saki& bwallanon
MI don 141/114r as cash owl
753-77

We deliver gravel. MI dirt,
taftwil, while
and pond Play.

Steve Dublin
Construction
Custom Home
Building
Remodeling
293-8919

22/-3032 Bobby
293-10g1 Tripp
763-7646 slier 6 pm

JOE'S JOBS

SONUONT GUTTER
CLEANING
Goner dewing
any sue he
$129 or MN
Linseed 1Imea Nay
(270)11110111711

M
(270) 227-9212

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages gutters
junk & tree work

HAPPY

530

Services Poems

AFFORDABLE

Carpentry
-Sagging Moors
-Roof Leaks
•Sheetrock
*Decks
No lob too small

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree

L&M
LAWN SERVICE

530

530
ices Offered

Service Complete tree
Mon 41.11.1.11
0.00.t

121N Across From
2 BR, very
Coleman RE.
753-9898

rs -tabled to the Federal Fdif
Housing Act, whidt makes it
:Ilegal to advertise an prefer,
dice linutahun or discnnunatun breed an race coke, reh
gen see handicap iaiuisal status or national onpn. iC ntention lo make as. sudi preferMOMutalxlns w discnnunebon

11ednrsda. lanuars 21. 2R19 • 38

Small household
isfpalr & urd uotk

David's Home
Improvement
LI(

1-4 144 • 22--44
Express Leaf Removal
By
West 110 Lawascepes

V'Vk'slf
N4,1 \II \ I

• weekly & s pee pickups
• locally ow ned/operated

NoVii)ii""1227
Urrs
-84
Frer
il4Fees
,
Reasonable
- Retes.

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

THE Murray Ledge & Times considers its
sources reliable bu inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this information do so at their
own risk. Although persons and companies
mentioned herein are believed to be reputable,
The Murray Ledger & Times. nor any of its

Hamilton Granite
& Marble
3301 40;fts 121N.
15,341K187,
Silur.
rinsi;•141;P`r.

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

employees accept any responsibility whatsoever for their activities.

Attention Entrepreneurs:
The Alpha Project Is For You!
What is it' The Alpha Project is a I2-week training course designed to help
entrepreneurs learn the skills needed to create. develop, and strengthen successful business ventures The program will feature:
• Expenenced business educators and professionals as guest speakers
• Networking and learning opportunities with local business professionals
• Compreheasi‘e Textbooks. workbooks and resource guides

Classes in Murray begin Monday, February 16.2089
and will he held each consecutive Monday through May 4.
All classes will be held at the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber at Commerce,805 N. 12th Street.
Classes arc f Ft14

all who qualify - MUST Pre-Register
To Register Contact:
Judy Calhoun. McCracken County Community Career Endowment

(270)444-6962

I MATHEWS NISSAN
CiatItsviike TN
• New Nissans & Pre-owned Vehicles

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
• Over 700 To Choose From
**** Keep looking for the
unusual solution or different
• All Financing Available
approach!. if you are constantly
committed to finding a workable
• Everyone Approved!
alternative, you will have much
to smile about. Others could be
tired and difficult. Don't linger
around these people for too long.
or else you might start feeling
like them! Tonight- A must
appearance.
BORN TODAY
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Philosopher, statesman Francis
**** Work with one other per- Bacon (1561), poet Lord Byron
son, and you'll get results (1788)
beyond your widest imagination.
***
How you deal with a situation Jacqueline Bigar ia on the
and the choices you make could Internet at http://www.jacquechange radically. Consider the linebigarcom.
so-far unbelievable. You will love
the resutts. Tonight: Say yes.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Defer to others, knowing
full well what you want. You
could be pushed by others and
have an extreme reaction. The
unexpected occurs. Know that
anything is possible A friend can
heal a problem with ease
Tonight: Follow another's lead.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Easy works, and you have
a lot to smile about. If you really
want to think through a situation,
take your time. You don't have to
give an answer immediately.
.14.44mhurku.,
Listen to feedback frorn an associate. A partner has a strong
sense of direction. Tonight.
Where your fnends are.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your warm style draws
many people in your direction.
Your perspective could change if
you stay open. An associate
might push you hard) go along
with his or her suggestion.
Working as a team proves to be
the right direction Tonight Get
Discover what it means to beiong to someir,7,8 bisee, iiido
more rest than usual.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Stay anchored and underWhet' you become d Vel-tAfTlert of tfit- Work:
11:41 d caring
stand your limits and needs. You
organiznon committee to family, cormiuno, an/ CCUMrS. lon us at Our
could be overwhelmed by everyOpen Hot/Se and see 11(..ks our local Wooitilefl f rhe
,,,embership
thing that you hear You have the
make our cornmun.ti a better place
strength reeded, if you so
decide. Know what is important.
Follow those priorities. Your
January 24, 2009
imagination plays a role Tonight.
10:00
a m. - 4:00 p.m.
At home
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Wue--;men of the World Service Center
***** Speak your mind, but
330 CC Lowery Drive I Murray, KY 42071
give yourself the space to
change your mind -- because in
270-293-0983
all likelihood, you will. Consider
different alternatives with care.
Tap into your imagination, and
W(X)1)N1END
you could be delighted by the
tiwWORID
choices Tonight. Share with a
friend.
sty
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
** Be careful with spending.
You easily could go overboard.
Recognize your limits so that you

CaU/ke 7aay!

Steve Winchester

(270) 7524178

4- s AiA-m re.
Membership ivtean
•

aft • W etintsdas. Januar% 21. 2009

ooking
Births reported insludc a ii I
to Mt and Mrs Ronald ELlittivi
Jan
III years ago
Another record aserage tot
sales oi Tspe 2z daik tired tolsa.
co on the Munas Market was
S5I 05 per 1011 weight. as,ording
to 011ie Barnett reporter
tor the %Ma% Markel
Army Pt. l.arry R Stone.
son of I...Erik Runitelt and Reis
r Stone. has been assigned to
the 1st Cas airs Disision Au i mobile) as a carinoneer in Sic:a
nam.
In high school basketball
games. Murray Tigers won "n51 user Fulton City with Albcri
Scott high scorer tor Murray.
Calloway Laker. lost 72-65 to
North Marshall v. ith Mike Ernestberger high scorer for Laker,
. Linyersity School Colts lost -4-611
to Fredonia with Nelson Waldrop high scorer tor the Colts
RI years ago
Published is a picture ol the
new Kirkses Baptist Church build
ing Just completed with Edwin
Cain as contractor
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr and Mrs. Rube Thomas and
a boy to Mr and Mrs Ev.ing
Stubblefield.
Burl S. Clair, president of
Kentucky Farm Bureau. will he
speaker at a meeting of the Calloway County Farm Bureau to
he held at Murray City Hall on
Jan. 24.
60 years ago
An .1%erage of $30.36 per hundred weight has been reported
for the sale of dark fired tobacco on the Murray Market.
Murray Training School Colts
won 45 to 41 ON er Brewers Redmen in a basketball game. High
scorers were Houston and Jackson for Colts and Cope 1.): Red men.
Mr and Mrs. N.P. Hendricks
will be mamed for 55 years Jan.
24.
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Young woman's hot temper
is cause for friends' concern
DE AR tBB1: I am a 16scat -old girl. and I m pretty
popular in my high ....hook
I m blessed hi has e •••C‘ eral lose
Mends. and we always fuse
rteat ttim: to.,:ether My grades
ate g.,..s1 and I get along well
th
my.
dad
.1
little
.ther. So
•,.tfs
the
oblem.
.! re prob%
won ring
I had an

Dear Abby •IgUlnent
with
ms
girltriend
A ni ht r
recently. It
was over a 'guy issue." I won't
go into details because we did
end up working it out. but
Amber said something during
the blowup that has me worried She said that sometimes
nis anget gets OUI 01 control
and concerns her. Two other
girls who were with us at the
time agreed with her. That
floored me.
Abby. this IN the first time
l'se heard about this. I mean.
Mom sometmtes calls me
"1"ammy Temper" -- and has
accused me it "throwing fits."
But my friends neser called
me on ii. III the fight with
Amber, she said no lists were
clenched and she was afraid I
might htt her. it didn't think
so.)
I don't want to scare people. I value my friends. I look
tom ard to going to college
and making new friends and
ha% mg new experiences. I don't
want to has e a reputation as
By Aolgail
Van Buren

rodavinNistrarY
It flu. Associated Press
Ida'.
ss,dilesd.o. Jan 21.
he 21.1
oi 2009 There are
44 days left an the year.
TodaC, Highlight in History:
On Jan 21 1793. during the
French R.:solution. King Louis
\VI, condemned for treason. was
:teemed on the guillotine.
On this date:
In I Xcg Felts Marma Zuloa.a became president of Mexico
,ipon the ouster ot Ignacio Comm,ort
In Ishl Jetterson Dims ot
Alississippi and lout other Southerner' testgned !font the U.S. Senate
In 1915. the first Kiwanis Club
is as ii,unded
m Detroit
In 1924. Russian reiolutionary
s [admit! Lcnin died at age 53
In tufzii. former State Depart!tient oiticial Alger Hiss, accused
if being
''I a Conununist spy
BABY Et

ring, was tound guilty in New
York of lsing to a grand fury
Mts.. who alw ay s proclaimed his
inmx-ence, sersed less than four
years in prison.(
In 1954, the first atomic submarine. the USS Nautilus. was
launched at Groton. Conn How incr. the Nautilus did not make
as first nuclear-powered run until
nearly a year later I
•
In 1958. Charles ilarkweathcr. 19, killed three relatises of
his I4-year-old girlfriend. Card
Ann Fugate. at her family's home
in Lincoln. Nell iStarkweather
and Fugate went on a road trip
which resulted in sesen more slayings.)
In 1959. Ohio saw widespread
flooding caused by heavy rain and
melted snow. Mime producerdirector Cecil B DeMille died in
Hollywood at age 77. Former child
actor Carl -Alfalfa- Saucer was

shiii and killed during an argument in Mission Hills. Calif.: he
was
In 19(18. the Battle ot Khe
Sanh began during the Vietnam War
as North
Vietnamese forces
attacked a U S Marine base: the
American,were able to hold their
position until the siege was lifted 2 li2 months later In Greenland. an American B-52 bomber
carrying four hydrogen bombs
crashed. killing one crew rttcmher and scattering radioacti‘e material.
In i97'. the supersonic Concord(' Jet was put into serYlie by
Britain and France.
Ten years ago: Former Sen Dale
Bumpers told the Senate impeachment tnal of Bill Clinton that the
president was guilty of a "ternble moral lapse" hut not of conduct warranting or e%en pennitling his lento\ al from office.
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Hearing aids cause
itchy ears
DEAR DR. (;OTT: I am
an 81 -year-old female in good
health. I have two irritating
problem, about which I would
like your opinion.

a hothead can you help me '
" IAMM) TEMPER' IN
HARRISBURG. PA.
DEAR "TANIN11-: Anger
is a normal human emotion.
Everyone evperiences anger at
one time or another. When
primitive humans encountered
threat, they ssould react
instinctis els with either feat
or anger. which gas.: them a
)011 of adrenaline enabling then:
to tight or escape It was a
stir' is al mechanism.
Wants show frustration hs
heating their heads against the
side ot their cnbs. screaming
or holding their breath until they
turn red. Young children throw
tantrums. yelling. kicking or hitting. But as we grow older,
we leam to recognize what is
upsetting us BEFORE we react,
and learn to handle the emotion in acceptable ways.
My booklet "The Anger in
All of Us and How to Deal
With It" contains techniques
for handling anger effectively
and constructisely. It can be
ordered by sending your name
and mailing addre:.s. plus a
check or money order for $6
U.S. funds) to Dear Abby -Anger Booklet. P.O. Box 447.
Mount Morris. IL 61054-0447.
Shipping and handling are
included in this pnce.
Anger is an important subject. Vb Mk many people have
been taught from early childhood to suppress it, it is also
important to learn how to
express it appropriately. Admitting our anger verbally is one
way. It's like releasing steam
from a pressure cooker, which
is both appropriate and healthy
Mature adults express emotions without "throwing fits"
or making bullying gestures.
Because your mother calls you
"Tammy Temper" and your
friends are voicing concern.
the time has come for you to
take control.

First, I FLOC worn hearing

for ah. •

years. They
are
digital
with the battery section
behind, not
in, the ear
and a small
plastic tube
inside
the
ear. I have
had
itchy
ears
for
Dr. Gott
sonic time.
hut.
since
By
Dr Peter Gott wearing the
aids,
my
ears flake and peel daily. I
hase used peroxide to make
sure there is no infection and
anti-itch creams, lotions and
sakes. but nothing helps. My
ears continue to peel. My doctor says it is not psonasis hut
could only suggest a different
cream
The other problem I hase
is a persistent itch in one spot
on my hack by my right shoulder blade. It occasionally hurts.
It seems to have started right
around the time I developed
shingles eight years ago.
Do you have any suggestions on either of these issues?
DEAR READER: Itchy
ears are very common. Hearing aids are one of the main
causes. especially among the
elderly-. Some people have an
allergic reaction to the plastic
the aid is made from or from
aids

the polish that many companies use. Another cause may
simply he that the aids are
rubbing your ears. causing irritation
Try wiping the hearing aids
carefully with alcohol before
wearing them. It Is also important to keep them clean to so
they stay in good working order.
Another option Is to try smaller aids that do not wrap around
the ear. This will reduce fiction and may eliminate or
reduce the peeling.
As for your chronic back
itch. I believe you may he
correct that shingles was the
cause. Shingles causes inflammation and irritation of the
nerves of the skin. In some
instances, this can cause permanent damage, called postherpetic
neuralgia (PHNt.
Often, this condition results in
pain, numbness or tingling. but
an itchy sensation is not common.
PHN is not harmful in most
cases, but if you are truly.
bothered. I recommend you
see a neurologist, who can
examine and test you. He or
she can determine the cause
of the problem and recommend appropriate treatment.
To give you related information., I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report "Ear
Infections
and
Disorders."
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a selfaddressed. stamped No. 10
envelope and $2 to Newsletter. PO Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092. Be sure to mention the title.
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Let's Not Be Lackadaisical
South dealer.
North-South culnerable
NORTH
dliQqx
•6 2
•K 6
• N. 9 4 1
NEST
EAST
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•3
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Q.1 10 "4
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•.\
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North
East
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;•
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1*
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5 \ II
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6
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Opening lead
+men of clubs.

DEAR ABBY: When saying the Pledge of Allegiance.
should you put your left hand
at your side or, behind your
hack? -- WONDERING IN
NEW YORK
DEAR WONDERING: I
was taught that your left hand
should be at your side.
4106

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren. also
known as Jeanne Phillips.
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at ww w.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440. Los
Angeles. CA 90069.

There is an enormous difference
between bidding and making sc%en
spades culnerable. and going down
one at that contract
2.511) points,
to he esact No, it you're in se‘en
spades. as in the present case, il
stands to reas,in that you should try
cr• hard to tind the hest line ol play
et's first suppose yin were lack-

adaisical ahuut the matter. In that
case, you'd win the club lead with
the king and draw two niunds ot
trumps. hoping to lind them disided
2-2. in which case it would he all
iner but the shouting.
When East shooed out on the
second round, you'd stop drawing
tnunps and play the A-K of heans,
planning us ruff one or two hearts in
dummy and sew up the grind slam,
ll-afortunarely. it' you played the
hand this way. you'd quickly go
down one when West rutted the second heart [lad luck, you could say.
hut let's take another look and sec if
you shouldn't do better.
The proper line of pia" m..1,, the
contract It does not depend on binding the hearts di ided 1-3 or 4-2.
%%in the club lead with the kin.
rutl a club with the rack ot spades.
lead the four of spades to the se% en.
rutl'a club with the king. lead the ten
of spade, to the queen and rut). the
nine ot club, with your last trump,
the ace
rhea lead a diamond to the king.
draw West's last truntp with
dummy's nine, and your work is
done. the I') tricks you score consist
of three club ruffs in your hand.
dummy'. Mur trump tricks and the
'u-I'.. of hearts. ‘-l• of diamond, and
A-K of clubs.

lomorro*: Cards always tell a slot")
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1 Abductors
in tabloids
5 Wearing
something
9 S&L offerings
12 Leafy algae
13 Kauai neighbor
14 Taro dish
15 She in Seville
16 Rank below earl
18 Goof-off
20 Elec unit
21 Mr Woosnam
of golf
22 Wolfman Jack
26 Drizzling
29 Novelty
30 Purpose
31 Open-mouthed
32 Vase
33 Lonely Boy'
singer
34 Koan discipline
35 Student stat
36 Treat a wound
37 Themes
39 Place to surf
1

M3

12

40 Corp concern
41 Prom honorees
45 Bad headache
49 Coat rack
50 Nest-egg letters
51 Game-show pnze
52 Corsica neighbor
53 Trouser part
54 Catch sight of
55 Clancy hero
Jack DOWN
1 Mini-guitars
2 Took a spill
3 Clay pot
4 Distance apart
5 Witches band
6 Cougar s home
7 Happy sighs
8 Evaded a blow
9 IBM brain
10 Grandee s title
11 Plop down
17 Get a loan
19 Boastful knight
22 Duryea or
Marino
5

I

15

M7
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23 Brides month
24 Grills maybe
25 Pro votes
26 Demolish
27 Sharpens
as cheddar

13

555

52
55

Puzzle
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Inc

28 Atom
fragments
29 Monastery
dweller
32 FedEx rival
33 Judge
35 Dance wildly
36 Bear s refuge
38 Aries mo
39 Easily moved
to tears
41 Fabric sample
42 Pans hub
43 Ms McEntire
44 Penn or
Connery
45 Wire measure
46 Feeling of
anger
47 Contrived
piece of
horseplay
48 1040 agcy
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HOOPS ROUND( P

RESURRECTED PROGRAMS MEET AS TOP
COM ENDERS IN OVC — AGAIN

ovc sports information
stern Illinois head coach Brady Sallee will bring his 6-1
nthers into the RSEC on Thursday. EIU is 2-1 on the
road
conference play this season, while the Racers are 2-0 at
home in OVC play and 7-0 overall

)
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you
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e or
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IIN:HAEL MINN
Sports Eclilor
Trying to decide on a storyline for Thursday's marquee
women's matchup between
Murray State and Eastern
Illinois is like trying to figure
out how many licks it takes to
get to the center of a Tootsie Roll
PoP.
One could obviously be that
the Racers and Panthers are tied
atop the Ohio Valky Conference
standings. each at 6-1.
Two could be that the game

Thursday
Eastern thinot at
Murray State

will feature last year's OVC
When. 5 15 p m
Player of the Year in Ashley
Whom Regional Specall
Hayes and runner-up Rachel
Center
Rae: WN8S 1340 AM
Galligan. whom many believe
Records: Eanern Phnom 12-6 16-1
will duke it out again for this
OVC) Munay Stale 11-6 (6-1 OVC)
year's honor.
Three could be that Murray defensive team.
State came away victorious 69Five could be Brady Sallee's
58 in last year's OVC assessment, which out of all,
Championship and this is the could be the best.
first of two "rematch" games.
-That is where you just shake
Four could be that Murray your head," the Eastern Illinois
State is currently ranked as the head coach said. -Something is
top offensive team in the OVC. going to have to give. There are
while Eastern Illinois is the best going to be a lot of storylines at

RACER HOOPS SPOTLIGHT

the end of the game and I wish I
could pinpoint one thing that the
game was going to come down
to, but there are so many variables in it, there are about five or
six things that could determine
Sallee makes another good
point, noting how in his four
years, one comparison that he
can share with Murray State
head coach Rob Cross is how the
two have taken their teams from
the basement of the OV(' and
made them instant contenders.
Everything will be on the
line, so to speak, with one
W See IIIATCHUP, 2C

KENTUCKY BASKETBALL
ROUNDUP
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Associated Press
Kentucky coach Billy Gillispie shouts instructions
to his team during a game earlier this season.
Despite a 14-4 record and a perfect 3-0 mark in
the SEC, the Wildcats are not ranked in the top
25 going into tonight's game against Auburn
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KENTUCKY PREPS FOR HARDLUCK AUBURN TONIGHT
MICHAEL DANN 1 Ledger & Times
Kristen Kluempers never got the chance to play basketball against her
sister in high school. Now as a freshman for the Racers, Kluempe
rs
will get the first of two opportunities Thursday when Murray State
plays host to Eastern Illinois, where Lindsey is a senior forward for the
Panthers.

Sister Act

KLUEMPERS WILL
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
There's not a whole lot of talk
about basketball between Lindsey
and Kristen Kluempers. It's probably best they keep it that way,
seeing as how when the two sisters were growing up. playground
basketball got so physical that the
two ended up agreeing on just
shooting and no one-on-one competition.
Lindsey is now in her senior
season at Eastern Illinois and
Kristen is playing in her first year
for Rob Cross and the Racers.
The two grew up in Fishers.
Ind., and growing up wa about
the only thing the two could share
in common. Age difference kept
them from actually playing with
each other at the prep level. The
closest Kristen got was when she
made the junior varsity team.
while Lindsey played varsity.
Fast forward some five years
and the two are finally getting to
square off on the hardwood.
Admittedly. Lindsey is the one
that Kristen credits for being the
most influential in her athletic
career and while Thursday night's
matchup may be marquee. Kristen
knew early on that she wanted to
pave her own path.
Following a conference cham-

FACE OFF AGAINST BIG SISTER FOR FIRST TIME

pionship for Fishers High School.
Kristen was bound for Marshall
University. She didn't entertain an
offer from Eastern Illinois to join
her sister and after a little deliberating, chose to opt out of her commitment to the Thundering Herd
and join Murray State.
"I originally chose to go to
Marshall because I didn't necessarily want to follow in her footsteps.- she said. "People still to
this day ask me 'Why didn't you
go to EIUT But I wanted to set my
own path, because in a way. I was
always in her shadow. I decided
that Murray would be a really
good fit for me."
In six games. Kristen is averaging two points, has a block, a
steal, an assist and eight rebounds
to go along with a 4-for-4 performance from the free throw line.
Lindsey has started 15 of 16
games for the Panthers as a senior
forward. She's averaging 4.2
points and is shooting 19-of-27
from the line, while averaging 3.7
rebounds.
Kristen classifies the relationship as "just a good old sister
OVC Sports Information
rivalry. It's not an unhealthy one
Lindsey Kluempers is in her senior year at Eastern Illinois and
by any means."
That doesn't mean she doesn't despite having never played with her sister Kristen in high school
basketball, little sister admits that Lindsey has been the most
influ•See SISTERS, 2C
ential in her athletic career.

SF VI* Ilimiteista Press
LEXINGTON. Ky. (API — Jodie Meeks setting
the college basketball world abuzz with a 54-point
avalanche in a road win at Tennessee and a 23-point
blowout over Georgia wasn't quite enough to get
Kentucky back into the Top 25 for the first time in
over a year.
Still. coach Billy
Tonight
Gillispie isn't playAuburn
at Kentucky
ing the "lack of
When:8 p m
respect card." at Wheat Rupp Arena
TV: WPSD (6)
least not yet.
Kentucky 14-413-0 SEC)
"The late Paul Records:
Auburn 11-6(1-2 SEC)
Brown said. 'When
you're winning say nothing and when you're losing
say even less.— Gillispie said. -That's really a good
deal for all of us to go by whether you're playing
basketball or whatever you're doing. I'd probably
still be married if I would have done that."
All kidding aside. Gillispie isn't worried about
where his team stands nationally and neither do his
players The Wildcats 114-4. 3-0 Southeastern
Conference) figure if they keep winning games —
starting on Wednesday night against Auburn 111-6,
1-21— people will notice soon enough.
"I believe that our time will come if we keep
doing what we are doing." said forward Ramon
Harris."We will let the rankings handle themselves."
The rankings currently aren't being so kind to the
SEC, which has just one team -- No. 24 Florida —
in the polls this week. Gillispie. however, doesn't
consider that a sign of disrespect.
"The thing about it is you get a chance to play in
a league that gets great exposure and over the course
of the season that's going to play itself out because
there are a lot of really good teams in this league," he
said.
Maybe, but the jury is still out on whether the
Tigers are among them. Auburn has played well at
times this year and is coming off a solid 85-71 win
over rival Alabama. But the Tigers base struggled for
years against the Wildcats and haven't won in Rupp
Arena since 1988.
Still. Gillispie and the Wildcats remain wary.
"Their losses were only by one, three, four, four.
four, seven and 12 points," Gillispie said. "They
have played a difficult schedule.... They could easily be 3-0 in our league."
Instead it's the Wildcats who come in with a perfect record thanks in part to the red-hot Meeks, who
leads the SE(' with 25.7 points per game. Yet
W See WILDCATS. 2C
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Eastern
Kentucky
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3-34

win over
Chicago St.
CHICAGO tAP)- Justin
Stommes scored 19 points.
including five 3-pointers, to
lead Eastern Kentucky to a
71-68 win over Chicago State
on Tuesday night.
Jorge Camacho scored 14
points and Mike Rose added
10 points for
Eastern
Kentucky
(11-8,
Ohio
Valley). which led 40-33 at
halftime.
The Colonels held Chicago
State's David Holston. who
entered the game as the
NCAA's third-leading scorer
averaging 26.4 points per
game. to 15 points. Holston
was 2-for-12 from 3-point
range.
Eastern Kentucky shot 51
percent from the field for the
game, compared to 43 percent for the Cougars.
John Cantrell led Chicago
State (10-9), which is now 51 at home, with a game-high
20 points. Carl Montgomery
added 18 points and 12
rebounds.

1.1.1n Wallarr,

KENTUCKY PREP SCOREBOARD

The Calloway County Lakers 4th grade basketball team placed second in the
West
Kentucky Outlaw basketball tournament on Saturday, Jan. 10 at the Paducah Sports
Plex.
Bottom row, from left: Tanner Travis, Kamden Price, Jared Gray, Conner Steele.
Top row,
from left: Cameron Grady, Payton Johnson, Lofton Pigg, Coach Mark English,
Preston
English and Will Sivills.

law

MTN'S
STANDINGS
School
Austin Peay
Morehead State
Eastern Illinois
UT Martin
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
Tennessee State
Jacksonville State
SE Missouri State

ovc(Overal)
6-1 (10-7)
6-2 (10-10)
5-2
(8-9)
5-3 (12-6)
4-4 (11-8)
3-4
(9-8)
3-4
(8-9)
3-4 (5-12)
2-5
(8-8)
0-.8 (3-16)

Mier
Morehead State Ell Concord 57
TOM"
Eastern Kenkcky 71.°thaw Slate 65
llaineer
SE Missoun Stale ai UT Merth
733 am.
Tennessee Tech at Audth Peay
73)pm.
Jacksonville State at Terressee St 7 30 p m
Eastern linos ai Murray State
733 pm
Swear
Eastern linos at IJT Mann
6 p.m
E..siern Kentucky at Sicreneac St 610 pm
SE Vessoun State a Murray State 733 p.m.
Ja7kscrmle Save at Austin Pay
73)pm.
Terressek Tech at Tennessee 9ele 7133 pm

trtl

TurertisyS Scorer
By The Associated Press
Boys Baskelbei
Adair Co 57 Marion Co 39
.Anderson Co 69 North Oktiam 67
Beth Haven 62 Lou Colegate 49
Breckrecige Co 62 Boater Co 43
Bute East 603. °Mem Co 57
Casey Co 68. Pulaski Co 46
Corbin 75 Houten Co 47
East Carter 51 Flienng Co 48
East Jessamine 70. Madison Southern 63
Franklin Co 59. lAciegcenery Co 49
Fratildri-Seipson 48 Greenwood 32
r3arrard Cc 56 tricot. Cc 37
Greenup Co 56 Rowan Co 42
Henderson Co 52 Davess Co 46
Hopkins Co Central 66 MadisonvilleNorth Hopiuns 62
John Hardin 69. Eluabetlikmn 59
Krott Co Central 89, Powell Co 42
Lewis Co 68. Russell 43
Lou Atherton 83, Lou Iroquors 80
Lou Fairdate 69 North BOW 34
Lou Fern Creek 63 Lou Butler 4.3
Lou Southern 92. Wan Central 84
ou Trinity 62, Lou Chnsten Academy 44
Lou Valley 81. Lou Shawnee 80
Marshal Co 45. Graves Co 41
Mason Co 58, Madison Central 43
Munenbeno 64959 64. Oho Co 56
North Hantn 76 Meade Co 37
North Laurel 51 Motley Co 49
Owensboro 4o, APolo 44
Pantsvole 73 Breathe Co 70
Pendleton Co 68 Bourbon Co 59
Prestorrsburg 58, Phelps 44
Ronicasee Co 70 Wayne Co 69 OT
NADA Co 59. Southwestern 58
Scott Co. 83, Leo Paul Dunbar 66
South Laurel 59 Knox Central 57
Taykx Co 67, Hart Co 51
Tngg Co 72. Webster Co 67
Union Co 84, Es Day. Ind 33
Wallon-Verona 66. WIlbarTISIOVAI 55
Warren Central 79 Barren Co 39
Warren East 66, tAutilenberg South 53
West Caner 69 Morgan Co EA
let Region AN 'A' Classic
Carlisle Co 66 Fulton City 62
11 th Region AN "A" Classic
Leo Christen 70, Berea 43
1259 Regan /UI "A" Calais
Burgin 64, Monti:sib 40
1391 Region Al 'A" Chink
Meklesboro 08. Willernstx rig 80. OT
itth Region AN -A" Chasmic

trt-i, Co 50, Russelvie 69
Monroe Co 81. Glasgow 74
981 Region Al -A" Cleseic
Owen Co 84, Eminence 36
'Wrenn County Cleetic
Lex Lafayette 72, Simon Kenton 62
Massec County Supermen Cloak
Murphysboro NI 87. Paducah Tigtrnan 75
Basissebell
Barren GO 71 Warren Central 67
Boyle Co 67 West Jessamine 52
SLAM Central 86 Lou Southern 26
Buie East 63, Shelby Co 43
Casey Co 60. Pulaski Co 36
Central ',laid.62 Luu Pleasure Ridge
Park 30
Cos Holy Cross 54 &snap Brows/ 38
George Rogers Clark 55. Madison Centel .
42
Grayson Co 65 Meade Co 39
Green Co 73, Caverna 37
Harrison Co 47. Dernrg 36
Leo Tows Creek 59 Mercer Co 49
Lou Butter 63. Lou Fern Creek 51
Lou Central 69. Lou Doss 57
Lou Fairdale 44, North Britt 36
Lou Western 62, Tnmble Co 54
Ludlow 68 Beachwood 36
Madisonville-North Hopluns 72. /100716
CO Gentra4 23
Marshal Co 73, Graves Co 23
Montgomery Co 71. Lex Henry Clay 47
North Hardin 70, Nelson Co 62
Oldham Co 49. Spencer Co 45
Phelps 56, Shelby Vale/ 45
Rockresee Go 51 Wayne Co 36
Southwestern 65 Russel Co 39
Si Henry 52. Newport 37
Via Madonna 61 Dayton 43
West Caner 56, Morgan Co 41
Western His 58 Woodford Co 47
Williamsburg 54. Lynn Camp 23
let Region Al'A'Peak
Mayfield 53. Heath 52
Community Chnslian 64, Hicianan Co 50'
1259 Region Al"A" Classic
Monticello 73. Burgin 33
1459 Region Al"A" Clestie
June Buchanan 76, Buckthorn 37
Leslie Co 78, Jackson City 33
C.:horsey Co 61, Waite Co 40
1688 Region AA "A" Classic
neon Co 80. Menke Co 52
Kenton County Classic
Corner 57 Ballard 48
Toyota Classic
Scott Co 73, Ryie 69

•Sisters
4

0

The Calloway County Middle School d,
.Ice team won first placr it the Kentucky Cheer
and Dance Classic competition at MSU's Racer Arena on Dec. 11i. (Front row, from
left
Karl Cotterman, Alyssa Bogard, Amy McDougal, Ann Boyd. Katlin Walker and
Leear)dra
Cleaver.(Back row, from left) Raegan Green. Katlin Thompson. Jordan Hepner,
Desiree
Reynolds and Emily Vasterling.

•Wildcats
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Thursday, January 22, 2009
Women's Game i 5:15 p.m.
V
41*

Men's Game
@ 7:30 p.m.

titr

4
STATE,
Ticket Office 809-3000
Ticketmaster.com
or
(www.GoRacers.com

From Page 1C
expect some trash talking if
and when the two meet on the
court. And even if they don't
meet on the court, that still
doesn't mean some sparks
won't fly.
"We are two completely different types of players,"
Kristen said. "We really are.
She plays more outside and
while she might be listed as a
forward, she really doesn't
play inside very much.
"I don't go outside at all.
I'm a true post player. She may
have a better outside shot
because I don't shoot threes,
but I know she couldn't post
me up and I'd probably have
the better post moves."
While most of what Kristen
says come with a wink and a
smile, one thing that will not
be a laughing matter is how her
parents. Kurt and Terry, will
handle rooting for their two
daughters Thursday night.
"They said they are going to
be
completely
neutral,"
Kristen added. "They're not
going to wear anything Murray

From Page 1C
Gillespie said Meeks and forward Patrick Patterson have
done as much for the Wildcats
in the locker room as they've
done on the court.
"The reason that Darius
(Miller), DeAndre (Liggins),
Josh (Harrellson) and A.J.
(Stewart) are about to take off
is because of their leadership."
Gillespie said of Meeks and
Patterson. "They've had some
immature moments and that's
what young players do, that's
what new players do. and
(Patterson and Meeks) have
done a great job of helping
through those moments with
only one thing in mind and From Page 1C
that's helping the team get bet- exception.
Seeing as how the
ter."
conference race is only halfway
Even if it means playing over, Thursday's
game will be
hurt.
just that -a game.
Patterson has been dealing
"Clearly both teams are going
with a minor hand injury over to be excited about
Thursday,"
the last 10 days. Though he's Sallee said. "It's probably
the
kept quiet about the pain. marquee matchup in
the OVC
Gillespie thinks it is affecting this week,just in terms
of where
his sophomore center during both teams are
in the standings.
games. Patterson's scoring has Murray State is going
to be a
dipped to 11.7 points per game load for anyone guard,
to
includin SEC play. down from nearly ing ourselves. The
three-headed
20 points a game during the monster they
are putting out
nonconference season.
there and to try to stop that
It is a concern, but he hasn't group is something
that has kept
said much about it." Gillespie me up from Saturday
night until
said. "We need him to get bet- now...
ter. because I think it is affectSallee jokes about restless
ing how he has been gripping nights and
difficulties sleeping
the basketball and maybe catch- when trying to
formulate a plan
ing the basketball."
to stop Ashley Hayes, Amber
Of course, getting double- and Paige Guffey.
but hopes that
teamed as Patterson has been his defense,
which ranks No. 1
over the last three games does- in scoring
defense, field goal
n't help. The Wildcats, howev- percentage defense,
3-point field
er, have survived thanks in part goal percentage
defense and the
to Meeks and contributions top defensive
rebounding team
from role players like Perry in the ()VC
has an answer for
Stevenson. who had 13 points three of the top
10 scoring playand six rebounds in the win ers in the league.
over the Bulldogs.
"Rob has the team rocking
Gillespie is pleased with and rolling,"
Sallee added.
Stevenson's progress but would "They are
putting up a ton of
like to see some consistency.
points and just trying to figure
"When you have players like out how to slow
them down and
Jodie and Patrick on your team. give us a chance
to win on the
I think that (Stevenson) thinks road has caused a lot
of sleepless
he can go on vacation for a nights.
while and come back and you
"They have three really, realare still going to have a job." ly good all-confere
nce caliber
Gillispie said. "He needs to players and he's
doing a great
change his thought process in job of getting them the
ball when
that a little bit."
everyone knows they are going

State or Eastern Illinois relak
ed. They're going to try and sit
in the dead center, where the,y,
can talk to both sides, but rily,
dad said he's not going to
cheer for either team, but. I
know he's incapable of being
able to do that. He's too loudi
he has to cheer!"
Win or lose. Whether she
logs 20 minutes or two min-,
utes. As a freshman, this IS
something that Kristen is going
to hold near and dear to her
heart.
"People from my higb
school who I haven't talked to
in forever have all told me ho*
excited they are to watch thiS
game," she said. "I might not
get it, but apparently it's a
huge deal. We never got to
play with or really against each
other and now that we are.
people are really excited about
finally being able to see it. Urn
so excited for it. I guarantee
it'll be one of my highlight's
whether I play or not."
Attempts to reach Kristen
sister Lindsey at Easterh
Illinois were unsuccessful.

•Matchup

to get the ball. That's hard.
We're in that same boat with
Rachel tGalligan). Everyone
knows the ball is going to go in
there and you have to figure out
different ways to get the ball to
her and be good at what you do."
Sallee added that of all the
teams EIU has played this season. which included Miami cilf
Ohio. Illinois and Cincinnati, he
has not had to play a club that
has as good of a trio as eir
.
Racers boast.
fr
"Those three are a 104.
They're three of the best in 0*
league and they all happen to /I
on one team. We haven't playell
anyone that has three better scoters on one team and we.
played a lot of good teams. Bit
we haven't played three that 4
as explosive as these three art
Any of them can go for 30-p1/.
1
at the blink of an eye. Dependlit
on what film you throw in, or,
of them is going coo-coo." ;

TV, radio
TODAY
GOLF
2 p.m
TGC - PGA Tour Bob Hope Crassac
first round at La °tont& Calrf
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN
Vilianova at Connecticut
licri
ESPN2
Virginia Tech at Wake
C
Forest
p.m.
ESPN - Clemson at North Caroline 1
ESPN2 -- Baylor at Kansas St
TENNIS
10 p.m
ESPN2 - Australran Open Carty
round. at Melbourne Austraka
2:30 a.m.
ESPN2 - Australian Open early
round, at Melbourne Australia

Murray. Ledger & Times
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How
Panthers are 01/C's surprise squad
---RACERS VS. PANTI I

TIIIIRSDAY, 7:30 P.M.

EIU

NEEDS ONE MORE
WIN TO MATCH LAST
YEAR'S OVC TOTAL

nan 75

196
138
-4intra

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
The jury is still ow and while the Ohio
Valley Conference season is just halfway
over, one thing might prove to be true.
: Eastern Illinois continues to be the surprise team in the OVC race, winning twice
last week and for the fifth time in its last six
tames.
: The Panthers are now 5-2 in OVC play,
hich puts them in third place overall after
ing picked 9th (out of 10 teams) in the
VC preseason poll.
, "They're a much better team than 1 think
people thought they were going to be at this
point of the year," Murray State senior
guard Tyler Holloway said. -They've had a
Couple of league road wins that you might
not have expected them to win and are playing really good basketball in the process."
; The two teams will collide on Thursday
bight at 7:30 p.m. in the nightcap of a doubleheader at the Regional Special Events
Center. Murray State and Eastern Illinois
Women will tip things off at 5:15 p.m.
; The Panthers have won three straight.
Including a sweep at home late last week
kgainst Eastern Kentucky and Morehead
State.
• Their victory over the Eagles handed
Morehead only its second OVC loss of the
Season (Tennessee State being the other).
With their next will. the Panthers will match
iheir OVC win total from all of last season
!6).
: The program has not won more than
seven conference games since 2004-05.
Murray State is 28-7 all-time against
EIU and the Panthers have not won in
Murray since 2002.
EIU coach Mike Miller lost four starters
'
Off last year's team. The only returning fulldine starter is junior Ousmane Cisse who
had 18 blocked shots a year ago. The team
has eight newcomers this season and the
*gram's recruiting class was ranked No.
61 nationally (and tops in the OVC) by
HoopScoop.com.
One returning player that has made an
immediate impact for the Panthers this far
his been Romain Martin. Martin, the 2006-
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07 OVC Co-Freshman of the Year,
appeared in only 17 games (14 starts) last
season due to injuries.
This season, Martin is eighth in the
league in scoring with 15.7 points per night.
Also helping out in that department is
Tyler Laser, who torched the Racers in
Charleston last season for 27 points and is
averaging 11.2 points per night this year.
Holloway noted how putting a peritn,.
emphasis on stopping the talented tand,-,,
of Martin and Laser will be crucial for MSU
to come away with a victory.
'That will be a big test for us on the
perimeter," Holloway said. "If we keep
those two guys under their average, it
should give us a good opportunity to get a
victory."
Scoring is something that has been a
recent problem for the Racers. They are currently last in the league, averaging just 66.7
points a night. while the Panthers are seventh at 69.7.
Defensively speaking, MSU is ranked
third, holding opponents to 43 percent from
the field and 33 percent from behind the arc.
The Racers' statistics in wins and losses
this season really does tell the story. MSU
is shooting 46 percent in wins and only 40
percent in losses. The contrast in three-point
shooting is large as the Racers shoot 34 percent in wins, but only 24 percent in losses.
MSU's free throw shooting in wins is 10
percent less in losses than in wins.
To highlight the Racers' defense, they
have forced opponents into 60 turnovers in
the last three games while giving the ball up
only 43 times. MSU is holding opponents to
39 percent shooting in the same period.
Holloway knows the only thing to cure
what has been ailing the Racers is to keep
"sawing away at what we have been doing."
"We've had games where in the end, we
are right there to win, but we're just not
knocking down shots." he said. "We're
playing hard enough to win. We're doing all
the little things to win. If you look at the
box score, we are outrebounding teams,
having less turnovers, the opposition's
shooting percentage is down, but one of the
biggest problems EIU poses is they play a
lot of 2-3 zone and if you look at that, right
away you're saying, 'Oh man, that's not
good for Murray because they're not shooting the ball well.' But we're going to work
on that this week and look at getting it fixed
by Thursday."

• it S I (

SCHEDULE. RESULTS
Murray State
•
im Dims Gambrel astd FAQ
DATE
OPPONENT
RESULT
11-11
s-BETHEL
W 82-45
11-15
LYON COLLEGE
W84-46 .
11-19
at Arkansas St
-471
oi
L5
85
9,6
11-22
W KENTUCKY
11-26
at Inchana St
11-29
ST CATHERINE
W6
76
7-66
-61
12-4
at Eastern Kentucky W 58-50
12-6
at Morehead St
12-13
at MISSOLn
L 795-64
74
12-20
/South Florida
vi78-76
L n-64
12.21
40rai Roberts
2-22 srWnght St
L57-41
'2-29
&Ntagara
1-5
at UT-Martin
1-8
TENNESSEE ST
5 -71
L
W87°
11
7-677
1-10
AUSTIN PE AY
L58-57
1-15
at Jacksonville St
W 63-56
1-17
at Tennessee Tech
L61-55
DATE
OPPONENT
-22
EASTERN ILLINOIS 7 30 pm •
1-24
SE MISSOURI ST
7 30 p m.
1-31
UT-MARTIN
7 30 m
2-4
at Tenrbessee St
7 30 p m
2-7
at Austin Petty
7 30 pro
2-9
at Eastern Minas
7 p in
2-12
TENNESSEE TECH 730 p m
2-14
JACKSONVILLE ST 7 30 p m
2-17
at SE Missouri St
7 p.m
2-21
ESPN1U BRACKET BUSTER:IAA
::-26
MOREHEAD ST
7.30 p rh
2-28
EASTERN KENTUCKY 7 30 pm
3-3
OVC Totes Ouaderinals IBA
3-6
OVC Town Semifinals 668
3-7
OVC Toum Champ
7p
k—Emibniun
s—San ,kon
SAn I J,,r, P,,erto

LINEUPS
MURRAY STATE
Probs.** Starters
Name
Pos. Yr
Tony Easley
F C So
Issac Miles
G
So
Danero ThornasG
So
Kevin Thomas G
Jr
Ivan Aska
F
Fr
NESERIAES
No. Name
Pos. Yr
Matt Fraliek
2
G
Fr
4
Tyler Holloway G
Jr
11
Donte Poole
G
Fr
14 Picasso Srmrnons G
Fr
22 Jell McClain
F
So
32 Jared Key
F
Jr
33 Jewuan Long G
Fr
50 Georges Foiso C
So
No.
43
0
12
10
42

Ht Wt.
6-9 200
6-2 205
6-4 190
6.1. 1ZO
6-.7* 230
.•Ht Wt.
6-4 leo
6-2 175
6-3 185
6-0 170
6-6 230
6-4 175
6-1 180
6-8 240

EASTERN ILLINOIS
No.
02
10
12
30
45
Courtesy of OVC

Romain Martin and Eastern Illinois invade the Regional Special Events
Center Thursday for a 7:30 p.m. tipoff with Murray State. The Panthers
are 2-1 on the road in conference play this season and are 2-6 overall.
EIU's two road wins came at Jacksonville State and Southeast Missouri
State MSU is 1-1 at home in OVC play and 4-1 overall.

Name
Pos.
Tyke Laser
G
Romain Martin G
Billy Parrish
F
TJ Marion
G
Ousmane CisseC
MEM
No. Name
Pos.
05 Dewayne Wnght G
13 Will Hamilton G
15 James HolloweaF
20 Jay Smith
G
23 Jeremy GrangerG
32 man Dorlack
C
33 Zanier Sanders F
41
Echn SOK
F

Yr.
So
Jr
Sr
Jr
Jr

Ht.
6-1
6-3
6-4
6-4

Yr.
Jr
Fr
Fr
Jr
Fr
So
Fr
Jr

Ht, Wt.
5-10161
6-3 175
6-6 215
6-2 175
6-1 170
6-11253
6-6 215
6-7 221)

6-6

Wt.
163
185
213
195
250
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Visit Us At One Of Our Four Convenient Locations

JANUARY CLASSES FORMING NOW!
CALL TODAY (270) 753-6111
809 Coldwater Road • Murray, KY
www.dinhqfc.com

200A N. 12TH ST
MURRAY, KY
270-753-3086

HWY 641 SOUTH
HAZEL, KY
270-492-8839

417 S. 6TH ST.
MAYFIELD, KY
270-251-0640

325 MAIN ST.
BENTON. KY
270-527-0110
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Kentucky
News in Brief
Community raises $16,000 to aid search for hooters
\1
f• I LLD. Ky.(AP) — A western Kentucky community has
raised $16,000 to help search efforts for two missing teenage duck
hunters.
The money was raised at a chili supper Monday night at
Mayfield High School. The station said the supper was a wa:, to
thank volunteers helping with the search and to raise money to
keep the effort going.
Crews returned to Kentucky Lake Tuesday to search for 18-yearok1 McKenzie Stanley and 17-year-old Jacob Scott. They have
been missing for more than a week since their boat took on water
during a sudden storm.
The tragedy claimed the life of 18-year-old Trevor Williams. A
fourth hunter in the boat. 1Sfler Headicott, was rescued near shore.

Land near contaminated site could be refuge
OWENSBORO. Ky.(AP)— A tract of land in western
Kentucky surrounding a former landfill where hazardous substances were dumped could become a wildlife refuge.
The Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer reports that BFI Waste
Systems of North America is offering the 74 acres around the
Maceo Superfund site to the Daviess Fiscal Court free of charge.
The land is adjacent to the former Green River Disposal landfill
on Kelly Cemetery Road. which operated from 1970-1983. The
Environmental Protection Agency ordered the cleaned in the
1990s.
The landfill accepted aluminum salt doss cake, steel dust.
asbestos and other potentially hazardous substances.
Judge-Executive Reid Haire says if the transfer is approved, the
county would use the property as a wildlife refuge.

American Idol to air Louisville auditions
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Auditions held in Louisville last
summer for American Idol will air on the Fox TV show
Wednesday night.
The Courier-Journal reports September auditions in the River
City will be featured on the show.
More than 10,000 people went to Freedom Hall in July for a first
round of tryouts. Between 150-200 were invited to go back for a
second audition in September at Churchill Downs. Of those, about
25 sang for judges Simon Cowell, Randy Jackson, Paula Abdul
and Kara DioGuardi.
Area resident Olivia Henken made it to the second round of tryouts. Although she was cut, she says she'll tune in to see if she
knows anyone who made it.
The show airs at 8 p.m. EST.

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & Times

CROWD GATHERS AT MSU TO VIEW INAUGURATION: Students, faculty and staff gathered in the Curris Center Theater
to watch the inauguration of President Barack Obama. More than 60 attended in the theater, while others gathered around
televisions in lounges throughout the building.

MILLION DOLLAR
Inventory Liquidation

House speaker to make pitch for gambling
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — House Speaker Greg Stumbo is
scheduled to appear before a legislative committee to make his
pitch to allow video gambling terminals at Kentucky horse tracks.
Stumbo wants to allow more gambling at seven of the state's
eight horse tracks.
State Rep. Dennis Keene said the House Licensing and
Occupations Committee will hear testimony Wednesday from all
sides of the gambling issue over the next couple of weeks. Keene
is chairman of that committee.
Stumbo and other pro-gambling advocates will be among the
first voices heard on the issue.
Keene said the state's financial woes makes it important to consider the gambling measure during this year's session of the
General Assembly, which recorwenes on Feb. 3 and is expected to
run through March 24.

IMMEDIAT
SALE ICES IN EVERY
DEPARTMENT!

HAWKINS TEAGUE/Ledger & Times
STRUCTURE FIRE: A team of Murray Fire Department firefighters extinguish a fire in a garage at 715 River Road shortly before 4 p.m. Tuesday. Units were called to the scene at
3:36 p.m.

Murray divers help with search
for two missing duck hunters
AP aged Staff
(y. —
GILBERTSVIrtrtle
Diving teams from Murray went
to Kentucky Lake Wednesday
morning to assist in the search
for the remaining two missing
duck hunters in Marshall
County.
The Associated Press reported
this morning that crews finished
another day of searching for 18year-old McKenzie Stanley and
I7-year-old Jacob Scott. who
have now been missing for 10
days. They went missing after
their boat cap-sized during a
sudden storm on Jan. 10.
Terri Thweatt of Murray's
Mainstream Commercial Divers
told the Ledger & limes that
Craig Fortenbery arrived at the
lake shortly after 8 this morning
and would he followed by other

divers soon. She said he was
also assisted by Pat Hahs, the
Kentuclo
of
owner
HydroGrafx.
According to the AP, Marshall
County emergency management
Deputy Director Duane Hasse
said workers Tuesday used dye
to test lake currents with the
help of the Kentucky National
Guard and also performed dragging and sonar surveillance. He
said the specialized dive team
from Murray would use sonar to
scan the entire area again. The
crew has been in Texas and hasn't taken part in the western
Kentucky search.
The accident claimed the life
of 18-year-old Trevor Williams.
A fourth hunter in the boat.
Tyler Heathcott. was rescued
near shore.

Everything Is Priced To Sell - Nothing Held Back!
Hurry in Today, This Inventory Liquidation Ends Soon!
A T Ft EMING FURNITURE ALL WE Do s SAVE

01J MONEY!

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 80 • A Half Mite East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442-4455 • 1800-768-6224
Open Daoly 9-7 • Suulay I-5 • Frrday 10-8

We Can lido:You $e11
Your Oki Futriture.
'$041 1601 Strecr

305 North Main Stroet, Menton. KY
527-3481 • 1.800-599-8224
Open Dady 9-5• Friday 96

Division of Kelley Wiggins Furniture, Inc.
Visit us at www fleminnfurniture.com

451 South 18th Street. Podocah. KY
442-4465 • 1-800-450.8224
,actily 9 5 • Frvdoy 9-6
Op.'
33060 Hwy 841 North. Murray. KY
753-8309 • 1.88E1.753-6309
Opp, Monday Saturday 9-6 • Sunday 1-5
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I URgtURE .1.1 a Elitliiiilre FirS1 dealer, let are barked by over $1 Billion in rer.CD
buying power to offer you quality howfurnishings al huge sayings.
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